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The House Law of the House and Dynasty of Madison
We, Robert I, by the Grace of God, King of Talossa and of all its realms and regions, King of Cezembre, Viscount of
Vuode, Sovereign Lord and Protector of Pengopats and the New Falklands, Head of the Church, Defender of the Faith,
Leader of the Armed Forces, Viceroy of Hoxha and Vicar of Ataturk, Founder of the Great Nation of Talossa, do hereby
decree:
Art. 1 The crown of the Kingdom of Talossa is and remains bestowed upon His Royal Majesty Robert I, King of Talossa,
to be possessed hereditarily by him and his legitimate descendants in accordance with the following provisions.
Art. 2 The crown shall pass by succession to his sons and other male descendants on the male side, by right of
primogeniture, provided that in the case of the previous death of one entitled to the succession, the latter's sons or
other male descendants on the male side shall take his place in the same manner, and the crown shall never pass to a
younger line or a younger branch as long as such a descendant is found in the older line or older branch.
Art. 3 In default of the successors indicated in the previous article, the crown shall pass to the living daughters of the
last deceased King by right of primogeniture.
Art. 4 In default of the daughters referred to in the previous article, the crown shall pass to the daughters of the
descending male lines of the last deceased King, and, failing also these and their descendants, the crown shall pass to
the descending female lines.
In these cases the older line shall always have precedence over the younger, the male branch over the female, and the
older over the younger, and in each branch men shall have precedence over women and older ones over younger ones.
Art. 5 In default of a successor entitled to the Crown by virtue of the three preceding articles, the Crown shall pass to
the line of the prince or princess belonging by birth to the House and Dynasty of Madison, who stands nearest to the
last deceased King in the line of descent from Hêrí L. Donatüs. In case of an equal degree of relationship, the first born
shall have the precedence.
If such a blood relative of the King shall have died before the King, hus descendants shall take his place, the male line
taking precedence over the female, and the older over the yunger, and in every line the male branch over the female
and the older over the younger, and in every branch men over women and older ones over younger ones.
Art. 6 With respect to the succession, abdication of the Crown shall have the same consequence as death. This shall
apply from the ratification of the House Law by the Cosa and all past abdications prior to said ratification are ignored.
Art. 7 A child with which a woman is pregnant at the time of the King's death shall be considered as being born as far as
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the right to the crown is concerned. If it is born dead it shall be considered as having never existed.
Art. 8 All children born of a marriage concluded by the King or Queen without the consent of the Cosa, or by a prince or
princess of the reigning dynasty without the consent granted by a law, shall be excluded from the succession, both as
regards themselves and their descendants.
By contracting such a marriage a king or queen shall abdicate the Throne and a prince or princess shall forefeit his right
thereto.
When the Crown has passed to another dynasty either by succession or in accordance with Arts. 11, 12 or 13, the
present provisions shall apply only to marriages concluded after the time when the Crown so passed.
Art. 9 A child adopted legally by a Royal personage, with the approval of a majority in the Cosa, shall take his place in
the line of succession as if born naturally to that personage.
Art. 10 Whenever special circumstances render advisable any change in or provision regarding the order of succession,
the King is authorised to make a recommendation to that effect. The Cosa, convened for this purpose in a Living Cosa,
shall deliberate and resolve theron by Constituziunal Amdendment.
Art. 11 When no competent heir exists according to the Constituziun, one shall be appointed by a law, the draft of which
shall be presented by the King. The Cosa shall deliberate this draft in a Living Cosa and ratify it by a two-thirds
majority.
Art. 12 When no competent successor exists according to the Constituziun, upon the death of the King, the appointment
shall be made directly by the Cosa, which shall be convened in Living Cosa within a month after the King's death. Their
decision upon a new King shall not be valid until sustained by a two-thirds "yes" vote in a public referendum.
Art. 13 All provisions regarding the succession shall become applicable to the descendants of the first King to whom the
Crown passes by virtue of the preceding articles, in such a manner that the new dynasty shall derive its origin from
him, as far as succession is concerned, in the same manner and with the same effects as the House and Dynasty of
Madison, according to Art. 1, derives its succession from Robert I, King of Talossa.
To this House Law We, Robert I, by the Grace of God, King of Talossa and of all its realms and regions, King of
Cezembre, Viscount of Vuode, etc. etc., do hereunto set Our Royal Hand and Seal this Eleventh Day of February in the
Year of Our Lord the Nineteen Hundred and Eighy-Ninth, and in the year of the Independence of Talossa, the Tenth.
Robert I, King of Talossa
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The House Law of the House and Dynasty of Madison
We, Robert I, by the Grace of God, King of Talossa and of all its realms and regions, King of Cezembre, Viscount of Vuode, Sovereign Lord
and Protector of Pengopats and the New Falklands, Head of the Church, Defender of the Faith, Leader of the Armed Forces, Viceroy of Hoxha
and Vicar of Ataturk, Founder of the Great Nation of Talossa, do hereby decree:
Art. 1 The crown of the Kingdom of Talossa is and remains bestowed upon His Royal Majesty Robert I, King of Talossa, to be possessed
hereditarily by him and his legitimate descendants in accordance with the following provisions.
Art. 2 The crown shall pass by succession to his sons and other male descendants on the male side, by right of primogeniture, provided that
in the case of the previous death of one entitled to the succession, the latter's sons or other male descendants on the male side shall take his
place in the same manner, and the crown shall never pass to a younger line or a younger branch as long as such a descendant is found in the
older line or older branch.
Art. 3 In default of the successors indicated in the previous article, the crown shall pass to the living daughters of the last deceased King by
right of primogeniture.
Art. 4 In default of the daughters referred to in the previous article, the crown shall pass to the daughters of the descending male lines of the
last deceased King, and, failing also these and their descendants, the crown shall pass to the descending female lines.
In these cases the older line shall always have precedence over the younger, the male branch over the female, and the older over the
younger, and in each branch men shall have precedence over women and older ones over younger ones.
Art. 5 In default of a successor entitled to the Crown by virtue of the three preceding articles, the Crown shall pass to the line of the prince or
princess belonging by birth to the House and Dynasty of Madison, who stands nearest to the last deceased King in the line of descent from
Hêrí L. Donatüs. In case of an equal degree of relationship, the first born shall have the precedence.
If such a blood relative of the King shall have died before the King, hus descendants shall take his place, the male line taking precedence over
the female, and the older over the yunger, and in every line the male branch over the female and the older over the younger, and in every
branch men over women and older ones over younger ones.
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Art. 6 With respect to the succession, abdication of the Crown shall have the same consequence as death. This shall apply from the
ratification of the House Law by the Cosa and all past abdications prior to said ratification are ignored.
Art. 7 A child with which a woman is pregnant at the time of the King's death shall be considered as being born as far as the right to the
crown is concerned. If it is born dead it shall be considered as having never existed.
Art. 8 All children born of a marriage concluded by the King or Queen without the consent of the Cosa, or by a prince or princess of the
reigning dynasty without the consent granted by a law, shall be excluded from the succession, both as regards themselves and their
descendants.
By contracting such a marriage a king or queen shall abdicate the Throne and a prince or princess shall forefeit his right thereto.
When the Crown has passed to another dynasty either by succession or in accordance with Arts. 11, 12 or 13, the present provisions shall
apply only to marriages concluded after the time when the Crown so passed.
Art. 9 A child adopted legally by a Royal personage, with the approval of a majority in the Cosa, shall take his place in the line of succession
as if born naturally to that personage.
Art. 10 Whenever special circumstances render advisable any change in or provision regarding the order of succession, the King is authorised
to make a recommendation to that effect. The Cosa, convened for this purpose in a Living Cosa, shall deliberate and resolve theron by
Constituziunal Amdendment.
Art. 11 When no competent heir exists according to the Constituziun, one shall be appointed by a law, the draft of which shall be presented
by the King. The Cosa shall deliberate this draft in a Living Cosa and ratify it by a two-thirds majority.
Art. 12 When no competent successor exists according to the Constituziun, upon the death of the King, the appointment shall be made
directly by the Cosa, which shall be convened in Living Cosa within a month after the King's death. Their decision upon a new King shall not
be valid until sustained by a two-thirds "yes" vote in a public referendum.
Art. 13 All provisions regarding the succession shall become applicable to the descendants of the first King to whom the Crown passes by
virtue of the preceding articles, in such a manner that the new dynasty shall derive its origin from him, as far as succession is concerned, in
the same manner and with the same effects as the House and Dynasty of Madison, according to Art. 1, derives its succession from Robert I,
King of Talossa.
To this House Law We, Robert I, by the Grace of God, King of Talossa and of all its realms and regions, King of Cezembre, Viscount of Vuode,
etc. etc., do hereunto set Our Royal Hand and Seal this Eleventh Day of February in the Year of Our Lord the Nineteen Hundred and EighyNinth, and in the year of the Independence of Talossa, the Tenth.
Robert I, King of Talossa
The House Law of the House and Dynasty of Madison
Mic’háglh Pop
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We are fortunate in that I happened to have the copy of this law with me. I transcribed it over my lunch break. Have at it, legal eagles...

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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I guess this is what we are looking at:
Art. 12 When no competent successor exists according to the Constituziun, upon the death of the King, the appointment shall be made
directly by the Cosa, which shall be convened in Living Cosa within a month after the King's death. Their decision upon a new King shall not
be valid until sustained by a two-thirds "yes" vote in a public referendum.
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Does this actually, then, HAVE to be a Living Cosa? This law was written under the Constituziun, we have the Organic Law now.
If we do have to have a Living Cosa, do we have enough Old Growthers to assemble? At prior Living Cosas, we could assign proxies or send
our votes in the usual way.

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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> Does this actually, then, HAVE to be a Living Cosa? This law was written under the Constituziun, we have the Organic Law now.
>
> If we do have to have a Living Cosa, do we have enough Old Growthers to assemble? At prior Living Cosas, we could assign proxies or send
our votes in the usual way.
This act can be amended through the nomal process... Can't it.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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RE: The House Law of the House and Dynasty of Madison (Witt X 6672), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 21, 2003 - 15:27. Viewed
27 times.
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Citizen #1:
Mic’háglh Pop
> > Does this actually, then, HAVE to be a Living Cosa? This law was written under the Constituziun, we have the Organic Law now.
>>
> > If we do have to have a Living Cosa, do we have enough Old Growthers to assemble? At prior Living Cosas, we could assign proxies or
send our votes in the usual way.
>
> This act can be amended through the nomal process... Can't it.
Yes, because it is just a normal law, not part of the Organic Law.
In fact, I have been looking for an amendment that is supposed to exist, but haven't yet found it.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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> > This act can be amended through the nomal process... Can't it.
>
> Yes, because it is just a normal law, not part of the Organic Law.
>
> In fact, I have been looking for an amendment that is supposed to exist, but haven't yet found it.
Keep up the good work Mr. Archivist.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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The 1989 House Law is a pre-cybercit piece of legislation.
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> I guess this is what we are looking at:
>
> Art. 12 When no competent successor exists according to the Constituziun, upon the death of the King, the appointment shall be made
directly by the Cosa, which shall be convened in Living Cosa within a month after the King's death.
The "Living Cosa" in today's cybercit age should consist of a meeting by email or somesuch thing.
> Their decision upon a new King shall not be valid until sustained by a two-thirds "yes" vote in a public referendum.
>
Jeff
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Mic’háglh Pop
> The "Living Cosa" in today's cybercit age should consist of a meeting by email or somesuch thing.
It may be true that this law was pre-cybercit howere the definition of "Living Cosa" defined in the 1997 OrgLaw would require it. Howerver, I
think that a PD or act would allow to change this or at the very least postpone the "Living Cosa".
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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> > The "Living Cosa" in today's cybercit age should consist of a meeting by email or somesuch thing.
>
> It may be true that this law was pre-cybercit howere the definition of "Living Cosa" defined in the 1997 OrgLaw would require it. Howerver,
I think that a PD or act would allow to change this or at the very least postpone the "Living Cosa".
Every time we've had a Living Cosa, at least sinbce I became a citizen in 1998, it had to be authorized by law, which meant, of course, action
in a previous Clark.
All of this takes time, of course, which is why we need to appoint a Regent as soon as possible. Or, if the PM would like to get involved, some
of this might be amended by PD. If that were to happen, though, it would behoove the PM to make sure he has support for the wording of the
PD,. to avoid further unpleasantness or a battle in the next Clark.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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Mic’háglh Pop
> Every time we've had a Living Cosa, at least sinbce I became a citizen in 1998, it had to be authorized by law, which meant, of course,
action in a previous Clark.
>
> All of this takes time, of course, which is why we need to appoint a Regent as soon as possible. Or, if the PM would like to get involved,
some of this might be amended by PD. If that were to happen, though, it would behoove the PM to make sure he has support for the wording
of the PD,. to avoid further unpleasantness or a battle in the next Clark.
Agreed. Up to you Max.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
The bus strike in Montreal has cramped your style and explains to my utter satisfaction your absence of late.
The Ben-Roadkill list now includes you.
My advice to you, Max, is this. Let things go. Stop calling people like Valadéir and M-P "Republicans" because that is some thing they are not.
For the record, the only die-hard Republicans in Talossa that I know of are Metáiriâ, Pope, and I. The rest of Talossa is moderate-leaning, if
anything, I believe, though many are "left-wing" people somewhat more akin to yourself.
Maxime, you are your own man. You are your own PM, and I can tell you that if you can find a way to bring things back together again, you
will go down as one of the greatest PMs Talossa has ever had.
While I do not speak for anyone other than myself, I believe you have it in you to do just that. You have always wanted to make your own
mark in Talossa in a political sense. Now's your chance.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
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Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Seneschál Carbonèl,
In the coming days, a lot of urgent government business will need to be transacted. The citizenship renunciation of our erstwhile King, if it
indeed takes effect, has left us all in the lurch. We have several significant legal steps that need to be taken, and soon.
For starters, we need to have a Head of State. Certain actions can only be undertaken by the Head of State. This necessitates appointment of
a Regent to handle such duties until we have a new King or Queen.
We are examining the laws of succession to determine procedures for selecting a new king. The law may need amending in several places to
allow us to operate in this new, post-Madisonian environment. This would be an ideal time to use the Prime Dictate power, which is ultimately
meant for emergencies. A timely and popular PD can amend the 1989 House Law to allow the Cosa to select a new sovereign in a manner
more in keeping with the distributed nature of Talossa today.
There will be other times when activity will be required from the executive arm of the government. It is difficult to lead an effort like this from
the Cosa - this must be something where the PM is involved.
On behalf of the Talossan people, I ask you to be involved in this process, so that we are able to move past this crisis. I also ask that you do
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so in close consultation with the Opposition, so that we can avoid further discord. With the departure of Rôibeard Donatüs, it is clear that the
Black Hand will never again enjoy the electoral power that it has at the moment - as you will no longer have access to the large number of
inactive citizens who voted for "Ben's Party". Please recognize that and work with with the other parties who represent the active citizens of
Talossa, so that this process will have a level of legitimacy that your Government acting on its own would not have, so that we can move
beyond this and into the future.

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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Dear Max, (Witt X 6677), posted by Greg T. on November 21, 2003 - 15:48. Viewed 36 times.
User Info

Text

Greg T.
Group: friends
(92 posts total)
(last post:
September 26, 2007
- 16:31)
Citizen #10:
Grigôriu Möbléir

When I was ZPT Cosa member, I always had a little difficulty with the monthly VOC thing. Being in the Opposition, I of
course wanted another government. But it was the General Election, and not the VOC, that really asked who I wanted
to lead Talossa. In my non-parliamentary opinion, the VOC asks: "Do I have confidence in the present government to
lead and govern Talossa?" Oftentimes, I voted "yes", even when I was in the Opposition because, well, I did have that
confidence.
Right now, however, as a non-party member and a non-MC, I have to answer a clear and definite "NO" to the question
"do I have confidence in the the present government to lead and govern Talossa."
Please understand Max: this is nothing personal. I probably share many of your political views. I quit corporate America
and became a domestic Peace Corps volunteer. I'm an organic gardener. I believe we have a public moral obligation to
help our fellow man. I've read and agree (mostly) with John Rawls's "A Theory of Justice", a modern revival of social
contract political theory and a, if not the, key philosophical justification of the postwar welfare-state. Heck, I took a
"Green Party" ballot in the last open-primary election we had here in Alaska.
But I'm sorry: for Talossa's sake it'd be best, no, you need to resign as Seneschál for the time being.
Help form a 100% National Unity Government. Help make someone uncontroversial, like Jeff or UC or Dixhét, as a
"caretaker" PM of a 100% National Unity Government. Talossan history will look kindly on you for this. You can always
contest the next election as the standard-bearer for the Black Hand.
LONG LIVE TALOSSA!
Grigôriu Möbléir
PS can someone translate this into French so there's no misunderstanding? merci
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Dear Max,
•

Greg T.

RE: Dear Greg,

November 21, 2003 - 15:48

[Dixhêt Conâ] November 22, 2003 - 19:06

Parent message
Greg T.
Dear Max,
RE: Dear Greg, (Witt X 6740), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 22, 2003 - 19:06. Viewed 13 times.
User Info

Text

[Dixhêt Conâ]
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #10:
Grigôriu
Möbléir

That's what *I'm* here for. I suppose I could have been more hard-nosed when I
offered to coalition with MN and demanded to be made PM. I honestly thought that
would have been *more* controversial than Max's appointment, and apparently the
MN as a whole felt the same. It's a pity the rest of the Kingdom doesn't agree. But
then, I suspect they wouldn't agree with anything that doesn't put *them* in
majority.

November 21, 2003 - 15:48

I know I've taken some pretty unusual actions on behalf of the ZPT. Please email me
(gary_cone(at)excite.com) for more in-depth discussion, before you condemn me.
I've been trying like *crazy* to reach Ken, but both emails I used to have for him are
dead (not to mention the entire Velméir .com domain), and the only phone # I have
for him is actually his wife's cell! I left a message, but haven't had any response. Are
they still together and on good terms?
=== Gary ===
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6679.0.html
OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6679), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 21, 2003 - 16:08. Viewed 148 times.
User Info

Text

[R.Rôibeard
Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

Azul.
What an enlightening day!
The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough to
calm them down.
Several personal appeals have been made for me to return. I appreciate them. Although the tone on Wittenberg is
clearly "Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."
So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once
and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame. But we have lost
citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered. Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Ardít, Adiêns Glaçâ,
Regeuét Féu, Danihél Viac’htolt, Ceváglh Scurznicol, Ián Anglatzarâ... only the names change. Those of us who want
Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain.
Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
Ben
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OFFICIAL: I'm back

•

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

o

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Stop this!!
RE: Stop this!!
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

•

Too bad.

o

RE: Jeff...
Ben...

o

Oh, snap!
I disagree with you on just one point.
RE: Ar Pats as Scripture :-)

November 21, 2003 - 17:06
November 21, 2003 - 17:20

[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 21, 2003 - 18:02

Justice dal Navâ

November 21, 2003 - 18:16

[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 21, 2003 - 18:30

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 21, 2003 - 17:37

Justice dal Navâ

November 21, 2003 - 17:41

M. A. Ardítà

November 21, 2003 - 17:21

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 21, 2003 - 16:58

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 16:14

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 22, 2003 - 16:39

Justice dal Navâ

November 21, 2003 - 18:30

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 21, 2003 - 23:10

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 15:50

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 22, 2003 - 15:51

Justice dal Navâ

November 21, 2003 - 16:54

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

M. A. Ardítà

November 21, 2003 - 16:31

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

Leonard Pinth-Garnell

November 21, 2003 - 16:26

Mic’háglh Pop

November 21, 2003 - 16:35

Mic’háglh Pop

November 21, 2003 - 16:13

o
•

[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Justice dal Navâ

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

I agree!

•
•
•

November 21, 2003 - 16:08

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Activate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout

Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6679), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 21, 2003 - 16:08. Viewed 147 times.
User Info

Text

[R.Rôibeard
Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

Azul.
What an enlightening day!
The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough to
calm them down.
Several personal appeals have been made for me to return. I appreciate them. Although the tone on Wittenberg is
clearly "Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."
So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once
and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame. But we have lost
citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered. Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Ardít, Adiêns Glaçâ,
Regeuét Féu, Danihél Viac’htolt, Ceváglh Scurznicol, Ián Anglatzarâ... only the names change. Those of us who want
Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain.
Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
Ben
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OFFICIAL: I'm back
•

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] November 21, 2003 - 16:08

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] November 21, 2003 - 17:06

Parent message
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 21, 2003 - 16:08
OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6692), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 21, 2003 - 17:06. Viewed 48
times.
User Info

Text

[R. Márcüs
Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

Although Your Majesty's departure was shortlived, it was too long! I hope that your
returning to the Kingdom will usher in a new
era of peace and concord for your subjects.
God Save The King!
I remain Your Majesty's most humble and
obedient servant.
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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o

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back

Parent message
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
• RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6696), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 17:20. Viewed 60 times.
User Info

Text

Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts
total)
(last post:
October 20, 2007
- 17:58)

> Although Your Majesty's departure was short-lived, it was too long! I hope that your returning to
the Kingdom will usher in a new era of peace and concord for your subjects.
>
> God Save The King!
>
> I remain Your Majesty's most humble and obedient servant.
So when you honour your King, do you where the little red rubbe rball in your mouth or not? Do you
just stick with the leather outfit?
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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Justice dal Navâ November 2

November 21, 2003 - 17:0

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 21, 2003 - 18:02

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
November 21, 2003 - 17:20
o RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6700), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 21, 2003 - 18:02. Viewed 32 times.
User Info

Text

[R. Márcüs
Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

So when you honour your King, do you where the little red rubbe rball in your mouth or not? Do you just stick with the
leather outfit?
- Enough! I was simply stating my pleasure of having Ben back in Talossa. I don't understand why you insist on insulting
others. We may all have our differences but we can work through them in a peaceful and dignified fashion. And by the
way, His Majesty is not just "my" King, as you imply in the above statement- but your King as well.
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Justice dal NavâNovember 21, 2003 - 18:16

Parent message
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
November 21, 2003 - 18:02
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6701), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 18:16. Viewed 40 times.
User Info

Text

Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October
20, 2007 - 17:58)

> So when you honour your King, do you where the little red rubbe rball in your mouth or not? Do you just stick with
the leather outfit?
>
> - Enough! I was simply stating my pleasure of having Ben back in Talossa. I don't understand why you insist on
insulting others. We may all have our differences but we can work through them in a peaceful and dignified fashion. And
by the way, His Majesty is not just "my" King, as you imply in the above statement- but your King as well.
Mark -I do not nderstand how easy it is for someone to fall right back into praising someone who does what Ben has done over
ht elast 24 hours. He quit in a huff and then returned, issing veiled threats. How is this praiseworthy?
And if I seem upset by your behaviour, it's because you have consistently -- since your return -- praised the Royal
Family even when THEY cross the line. I'm not looking for priase from you; I'm looking for some semblance of fair play.
You came out and praised Amy when she called me "scum of the earth". You figure out why I'm upset here.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 21, 2003 - 18:30

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
November 21, 2003 - 18:16
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6702), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 21, 2003 - 18:30. Viewed 30 times.
User Info

Text

[R. Márcüs
Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

I am not going to speak for Ben; if Ben wishes to refute some of the comments and attacks being made against him that
is his place to do so. All I will say is that I can understand why His Majesty felt the need to make the decision that he
did. The attacks upon his character have gone too far.
And yes, since I became active again I have praised the Royal Family. As a staunch monarchist I do not believe in
critizing the Monarch in their capacity as Monarch (at least publicly, and certainly not in the vicious manner that some
have). If I disagree with Ben (in his non-Royal role) then I do so. When I agree with Ben, that does not mean that I am
his puppet.
I wish this fighting would end, but I guess that was too much to wish for.......
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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Stop this!!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 21, 2003 - 17:37

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
o RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Stop this!! (Witt X 6698), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 21, 2003 - 17:37. Viewed 37 times.
User Info

Text

Gödafrïeu
Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October
22, 2007 - 10:51)

You are acting silly.

November 21, 2003 - 17:20

Jeff
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RE: Stop this!!
Justice dal NavâNovember 21, 2003 - 17:41

Parent message
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Stop this!!
RE: Stop this!! (Witt X 6699), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 17:41. Viewed 33 times.
User Info

Text

Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October
20, 2007 - 17:58)

> You are acting silly.

November 21, 2003 - 17:37

Granted, but isn't it sillier that Hamilton cannot FOR ONE SECOND acknowlede the hurt Ben has put on Talossa?
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.

RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
M. A. MuthNovember 21, 2003 - 17:21

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
November 21, 2003 - 17:20
o RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6697), posted by M. A. Ardítà on November 21, 2003 - 17:21. Viewed 33 times.
User Info

Text

M. A. Ardítà
Enough! No more personal attacks! We need to come together right now, not split apart. Please! I beg of all of you!
Group: friends
(20 posts total)
(last post: June 05,
2004 - 07:21)
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• Too bad.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 21, 2003 - 16:58

Parent message
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
OFFICIAL: I'm back
Too bad. (Witt X 6688), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 21, 2003 - 16:58. Viewed 55 times.
User Info

Text

Gödafrïeu
Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October
22, 2007 - 10:51)

>"Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."

November 21, 2003 - 16:08

You have thrown a temper tantrum. Oh, and by the way, NONE of us have to do Talossa.
> So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
Unfortunately, you have been acting more and more like a creep. This whole situation has devolved from a series of
mis-understandings to mongering and gnashing of teeth.
> In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy
Uh, oh... The Principal is mad now!! Please, Ben, don't give me detention.
Boy, am I sounding like a child now?? Well, that is how you are sounding...like a bully. You aren't stupid. You knew
Maxime to be a divisive choice given the reactions to his remarks in the past from many Talossans. Wes Aquliâ is not
online. And I do not wish to re-hash the brotherly love between certain other Talossans and your third choice for the
PMship. Maybe if Wes had direct access to cybercit Talossa things might have gone differently for all of us.
>which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the
loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame.
Not really. This way, Ben's little world stays under his control and command. More and more, Ben, I am beginning to see
that. And you know when I started to see things differently? Here's when:
RE: Andy's back!, posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs, [169.207.90.80], November 20, 2003 - 14:28. Viewed 22
times.
User Info Text
R. Rôibeard Donatüs
(1108 posts total)
(last post: November 21, 2003 - 16:08) > How good it is to come to Witt today and see posts from Andy
again!
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Any port in a storm, eh?
> PS Please take mental note of those who have openly welcomed you back,
Just one question: John, are you going to take this openly partisan approach when you return to the Cort?
Ben
No sincere concern for the loss of who had been one of the most-enthusiastic citizens we have ever had... No sincere
word of welcome-back for someone who spent his own money and free time to come up to Milwaukee, Wisconsin to visit
a bunch of people he had never met or seen before in his life!! Ben, what's going on, here? When did Andy become one
of the Evil People?
>But we have lost citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered.
Maybe not this time, Ben. Maybe not this time.
>Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Ardít, Adiêns Glaçâ, Regeuét Féu, Danihél Viac’htolt, Ceváglh Scurznicol, Ián
Anglatzarâ... only the names change. Those of us who want Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain.
> Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
I think you are right. I guess this means a return to royal dictatorship.
> So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
I will.
By the way, I have spent HOURS today digesting Talossa when there are about twenty things I need to attend to here at
home. I cannot do this forever.
Jeff
> Ben
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o RE: Jeff...
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 22, 2003 - 16:14

Parent message
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
• Too bad.
RE: Jeff... (Witt X 6729), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 16:14. Viewed 28 times.

November 21, 2003 - 16:58

User Info

Text

[R.Rôibeard
Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

> You aren't stupid. You knew Maxime to be a divisive choice given the reactions to his remarks in the past from many
Talossans.
Yes, Maxime was a divisive choice. So was Chris. But Maxime was the majority's choice. And Max has conducted himself
since the election like an absolute gentleman. Has Chris?
> Wes Aquliâ is not online.
Although if he were PM, that might just push him over the brink to get online. :-)
> And I do not wish to re-hash the brotherly love between certain other Talossans and your third choice for the PMship.
No, you probably don't--although personal vendettas against my wife seems like an awfully silly motivation for
government policy, don't you think?
> Maybe if Wes had direct access to cybercit Talossa things might have gone differently for all of us.
Jeff, please read the Støtanneu article. There are a number of things that evidently still are not clear to you. Just to
name a few:
1) The proposed Joint Statement was an attempt to SAVE YOUR GOVERNMENT. We wanted an equal, three-way
consensus government where the MN would get 1/3 of the votes in council, thus allowing the PC and Greys to OUTVOTE
us. Having Max as PM was **NEVER** a requirement under the agreement we outlined in the Joint Statement.
2) Your coalition government was sunk by Chirisch Cavéir . Cavéir saw the Joint Statement as a tactic to force the PC
out of office. He saw opposition to the Joint Statement as a tactic to force the MN out of office. He never wanted your
coalition to work. We did.
3) We were more than willing to work with you after we moved into the Opposition. We said so on Wittenberg, and we
meant it.
4) Constitutionally, the appointment of Cavéir as PM would have had only temporary legitimacy. He would either have
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dissolved the government (something you could have done yourself, in which case why appoint Cavéir?) or else he
would have lost the VOC because the majority was against him (in which case, why appoint Cavéir?). We had a choice
between that scenario, and a majority government. What sensible, responsible leader would not choose the majority
government?
> Ben, what's going on, here? When did Andy become one of the Evil People?
I never said Andy was "evil." I said (or at least implied) that he was "angry." And anger is the problem right now. What
angry people need to do, is cool off and lose their anger. If Andy isn't angry any more, and won't make political
decisions based on anger, then he's welcome back!
> >But we have lost citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered.
> Maybe not this time, Ben. Maybe not this time.
"All change is evolution!" -- Mr Burns. :-)
Seriously, losing citizens is sometimes a tragedy and sometimes a blessing. Losing Dave Ardít was a blessing. Losing
Glaçâ, a blessing. Losing Dobberpuhl, a blessing. Why? Because they were all angry people and they were steering
Talossa away from a place where 'normal' Talossans can interact and party and write dictionaries and discuss politics
and speak Talossan.
The problem right now is not Maxime, it's the anger directed at him.
> > Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
> I think you are right. I guess this means a return to royal dictatorship.
Not at all. Constitutionally, that would be impossible anyway.
> By the way, I have spent HOURS today digesting Talossa when there are about twenty things I need to attend to here
at home. I cannot do this forever.
Now you know exactly how I felt when I tried to renounce my citizenship. Please put yourself in my shoes, it should be
easy. The only difference is, I've been putting up with unfair attacks now for fifteen years. So whatever it is you're
feeling, multiply it by about a hundred and then maybe you'll understand what I'm going through. It should be an eyeopening experience. :-)
Ben
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Ben...
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 22, 2003 - 16:39
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[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
o RE: Jeff...
Ben... (Witt X 6734), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 22, 2003 - 16:39. Viewed 24 times.

November 22, 2003 - 16:14

User Info

Text

Gödafrïeu
Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October
22, 2007 - 10:51)

> > You aren't stupid. You knew Maxime to be a divisive choice given the reactions to his remarks in the past from
many Talossans.
>
> Yes, Maxime was a divisive choice. So was Chris. But Maxime was the majority's choice. And Max has conducted
himself since the election like an absolute gentleman.
Yes, he has.
>Has Chris?
Not all the time. :-(
> > Wes Aquliâ is not online.
>
> Although if he were PM, that might just push him over the brink to get online. :-)
In other words, not going online has been a choice, rather than a decision based on finances, etc. (not that I am prying
into his business, mind you). If this is correct, that's news to me. I know he does quite a bit behind the scenes with the
Black Hand, and until his possible PMship became an issue, his being "Amish" never bothered me in the slightest. It was
his business, not anyone else's.
But when it comes to being the Head of Government, which involves being in touch with not just Milwuakeans, but with
Cybercitzia as well, his "Amish-ness" became our business. At least twice in my time as a Talossan, we have heard
reports of Wes' coming to cyberspace, yet we still have no email for him. Again, that's his business, but how can you
expect someone who seems to have no prospect of having the tools of direct communication with at least half the
populace to be an acceptable Seneschál to a party made of some of the most-prominent cybercits, some of the mostprominent web designers, and the administrator of our discussion group?
> > And I do not wish to re-hash the brotherly love between certain other Talossans and your third choice for the
PMship.
>
> No, you probably don't--although personal vendettas against my wife seems like an awfully silly motivation for
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government policy, don't you think?
I think so!! That's why I phrased that in the way I did. And believe me, I have put Cavéir's feet to the fire on this one!
> Jeff, please read the Støtanneu article.
Believe me, I have been! I was up until 2:00am last evening working on a rather-lengthy personal non-party-line
reaction to it. This is still in the works.
>There are a number of things that evidently still are not clear to you. Just to name a few:
>
> 1) The proposed Joint Statement was an attempt to SAVE YOUR GOVERNMENT. We wanted an equal, three-way
consensus government where the MN would get 1/3 of the votes in council, thus allowing the PC and Greys to OUTVOTE
us. Having Max as PM was **NEVER** a requirement under the agreement we outlined in the Joint Statement.
Correct on all counts! The Joint Statement could not have come at a worse time for me: the time when I was most "notwith-it" in my etherness which was just before I returned to Talossa full-tilt.
>
> 2) Your coalition government was sunk by Chirisch Cavéir . Cavéir saw the Joint Statement as a tactic to force the PC
out of office. He saw opposition to the Joint Statement as a tactic to force the MN out of office. He never wanted your
coalition to work.
I don't know about that.
>We did.
I believe you!
>
> 3) We were more than willing to work with you after we moved into the Opposition. We said so on Wittenberg, and we
meant it.
And you showed it.
>
> 4) Constitutionally, the appointment of Cavéir as PM would have had only temporary legitimacy. He would either have
dissolved the government (something you could have done yourself, in which case why appoint Cavéir?)
Had you vetoed my Transition Cabinet, I probably would have had the King dissolve things.
> or else he would have lost the VOC because the majority was against him (in which case, why appoint Cavéir?). We
had a choice between that scenario, and a majority government. What sensible, responsible leader would not choose the
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majority government?
The majority was what I wanted in the first place, Ben. But your not one, not two, but three proffered candidates for PM
did not pass muster for reasons outlined elsewhere.
>
> > Ben, what's going on, here? When did Andy become one of the Evil People?
>
> I never said Andy was "evil."
Of course you didn't. I meant that figuratively. :-)
>I said (or at least implied) that he was "angry." And anger is the problem right now. What angry people need to do, is
cool off and lose their anger. If Andy isn't angry any more, and won't make political decisions based on anger, then he's
welcome back!
Return me to office immediately, and you will sooth a lot of anger, believe me!
> Seriously, losing citizens is sometimes a tragedy and sometimes a blessing. Losing Dave Ardít was a blessing.
Amen, brutha!
>Losing Glaçâ, a blessing. Losing Dobberpuhl, a blessing. Why? Because they were all angry people and they were
steering Talossa away from a place where 'normal' Talossans can interact and party and write dictionaries and discuss
politics and speak Talossan.
100% correct!
> The problem right now is not Maxime, it's the anger directed at him.
And what shall be Maxime's position on the Palestinean terrorists? Isreal? The Chechens?? The USA??
>
> > > Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
>
> > I think you are right. I guess this means a return to royal dictatorship.
>
> Not at all. Constitutionally, that would be impossible anyway.
Then what are all these "royal policies" you keep talking about?? Where is this "sword" you threatened us with??
>
> > By the way, I have spent HOURS today digesting Talossa when there are about twenty things I need to attend to
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here at home. I cannot do this forever.
>
> Now you know exactly how I felt when I tried to renounce my citizenship. Please put yourself in my shoes, it should
be easy. The only difference is, I've been putting up with unfair attacks now for fifteen years. So whatever it is you're
feeling, multiply it by about a hundred and then maybe you'll understand what I'm going through. It should be an eyeopening experience. :-)
I'll try. And I mean that sincerely.
{opinions solely mine, btw}
Jeff
>
> Ben
>
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o Oh, snap!
Justice dal NavâNovember 21, 2003 - 18:30
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Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
• Too bad.
Oh, snap! (Witt X 6703), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 18:30. Viewed 40 times.
User Info

Text

Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October
20, 2007 - 17:58)

> >"Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."
>
> You have thrown a temper tantrum. Oh, and by the way, NONE of us have to do Talossa.

November 21, 2003 - 16:58

Exactly. We do it because we want to.
> > So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
>
> Unfortunately, you have been acting more and more like a creep. This whole situation has devolved from a series of
mis-understandings to mongering and gnashing of teeth.
Exactly. No matter how many times soneone mentions "it was all a miscommunication/misunderstanding" Ben insists on
claiming a conspiracy was at work.
> > In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy
>
> Uh, oh... The Principal is mad now!! Please, Ben, don't give me detention.
And this threat of booting people out is just as abzurd as you make it out to be, Jeff. Ben couldn't stand that Talossa
managed to get along for a few hours without him, so he's come bursting in, threatening people.
> Boy, am I sounding like a child now?? Well, that is how you are sounding...like a bully. You aren't stupid. You knew
Maxime to be a divisive choice given the reactions to his remarks in the past from many Talossans. Wes Aquliâ is not
online. And I do not wish to re-hash the brotherly love between certain other Talossans and your third choice for the
PMship. Maybe if Wes had direct access to cybercit Talossa things might have gone differently for all of us.
Sure. But if Madison had actually acknowledged that there was never any backstabbing or conspiracy in the first place,
things would have gone differently as well.
> >which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the
loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame.
>
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> Not really. This way, Ben's little world stays under his control and command. More and more, Ben, I am beginning to
see that.
Disilusioning someone who was one of your biggest defenders is pretty damn screwed up. There's a lesson in there to be
learned, but I doubt it will be.
> And you know when I started to see things differently? Here's when:
[snip't]
> No sincere concern for the loss of who had been one of the most-enthusiastic citizens we have ever had... No sincere
word of welcome-back for someone who spent his own money and free time to come up to Milwaukee, Wisconsin to visit
a bunch of people he had never met or seen before in his life!! Ben, what's going on, here? When did Andy become one
of the Evil People?
When he sided with me. You see, I have committed the Major Crime of Disagreeing with Ben. And Andy was my
Accomplice.
> >But we have lost citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered.
>
> Maybe not this time, Ben. Maybe not this time.
Is it me or does Ben seem to be taking some glee in his "Talossan self-destruct sequence" manoeuvre?
> >Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Ardít, Adiêns Glaçâ, Regeuét Féu, Danihél Viac’htolt, Ceváglh Scurznicol, Ián
Anglatzarâ... only the names change. Those of us who want Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain.
The implication being that Cavéir has (and others have?) committed treason somehow.

Who conisistently calls renunciators "traitors"? Who backed a
Penguinean renunciator and then HIMSELF renounced? If
renouncing is treason, then... figure it out.
> > Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
>
> I think you are right. I guess this means a return to royal dictatorship.
Might as well bring back the Talossan astronauts, too.
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> > So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
>
> I will.
Don't overlook the reference to Jesus in his little statement there ("Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I
come not to send peace, but a sword.").
Let's not forget another militant Jesus quote: "He that is not with me is against me." Sounds like Ben to me.
Ben thinks he's the Talossan Jesus. His view of Ar Pats as "scripture" was part of the proof ("The fact Grubi took the
scripture numbers out [of Ár Päts], proves he's the Antichrist." -R. Rôibeard Donatüs, November 12, 2003, 18:14).
Something is wrong with that mindset. Seriously.
> By the way, I have spent HOURS today digesting Talossa when there are about twenty things I need to attend to here
at home. I cannot do this forever.
I think that says a lot about what's going on.
Of course, as Ben would point out, it's all MY fault. ;-)
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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I disagree with you on just one point.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 21, 2003 - 23:10

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
November 21, 2003 - 18:30
o Oh, snap!
I disagree with you on just one point. (Witt X 6705), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 21, 2003 - 23:10. Viewed 32 times.
User Info
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Gödafrïeu
Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October
22, 2007 - 10:51)

> Ben thinks he's the Talossan Jesus. His view of Ar Pats as "scripture" was part of the proof ("The fact Grubi took
the scripture numbers out [of Ár Päts], proves he's the Antichrist." -R. Rôibeard Donatüs, November 12, 2003, 18:14).
Something is wrong with that mindset. Seriously.
I think that statement was meant in jest. Half-jest at least.
>
> > By the way, I have spent HOURS today digesting Talossa when there are about twenty things I need to attend to
here at home. I cannot do this forever.
>
> I think that says a lot about what's going on.
Indeed.
>
> Of course, as Ben would point out, it's all MY fault. ;-)
Jeff
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RE: Ar Pats as Scripture :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 22, 2003 - 15:50
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Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
November 21, 2003 - 23
I disagree with you on just one point.
RE: Ar Pats as Scripture :-) (Witt X 6724), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 15:50. Viewed 24 times.
User Info

Text

[R.Rôibeard
Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)

> > Ben thinks he's the Talossan Jesus. His view of Ar Pats as "scripture" was part of the proof ("The fact Grubi took
the scripture numbers out [of Ár Päts], proves he's the Antichrist." -R. Rôibeard Donatüs, November 12, 2003, 18:14).
Something is wrong with that mindset. Seriously.
> I think that statement was meant in jest. Half-jest at least.
Slightly more than half. ;-) Seriously, having paragraph numbers made it easier to reference.
Ben

I agree!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 22, 2003 - 15:51

Parent message
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
RE: Ar Pats as Scripture :-)
I agree! (Witt X 6725), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 22, 2003 - 15:51. Viewed 20 times.

November 22, 2003 - 15:50

User Info

Text

Gödafrïeu
Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October
22, 2007 - 10:51)

> Slightly more than half. ;-) Seriously, having paragraph numbers made it easier to reference.
I think he took them out for purely cosmetic reasons.
Jeff
>
> Ben
>
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• RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Justice dal NavâNovember 21, 2003 - 16:54
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OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6686), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 16:54. Viewed 34 times.
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Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October
20, 2007 - 17:58)

> Azul.
>
> What an enlightening day!
>
> The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough
to calm them down.
>
> Several personal appeals have been made for me to return. I appreciate them. Although the tone on Wittenberg is
clearly "Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."
Where's the first part? Didn't spot that.
> So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
>
> In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once
and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens.
So now you're working to kick people out? Jesus, you've lost it. Truly, really lost it.
> Wasn't it Thomas Jefferson who said every generation needs a revolution?
>
> So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
Bring it on.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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• RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
M. A. MuthNovember 21, 2003 - 16:31
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RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6682), posted by M. A. Ardítà on November 21, 2003 - 16:31. Viewed 26 times.
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M. A. Ardítà
Nothing. And I mean NOTHING good will come of this.
Group: friends
(20 posts total)
(last post: June 05,
2004 - 07:21)

• RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Leonard Pinth-GarnellNovember 21, 2003 - 16:26
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OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6681), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on November 21, 2003 - 16:26. Viewed 44 times.
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Leonard PinthGarnell
Group: friends
(990 posts total)
(last post: August
10, 2006 - 17:14)

> The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough
to calm them down.
What is this continued bullshit? Oh, I see...the remainder of good, decent Talossans spend the day sorting laws out and
quite obviously surviving your petulant childish temper tantrum, and we're blamed for it.
Go away and stay away.
> Several personal appeals have been made for me to return. I appreciate them. Although the tone on Wittenberg is
clearly "Ben, please come back. Ben, you're a creep."
Note: there was a huge silence in this regard. I think a lot of people were actually beginning to feel some relief.
The only problem is that your self-appointed do-nothing nitwit PM has proven himself for what he is and what we all
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know him to be: totally useless without the Ben-strings attached.
> So, I'm back. And I'm going to be a creep.
So, what else is new lately?
> In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once
and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame. But we have lost
citizens in the past, and Talossa has always survived and prospered. Schneider, Dobberpuhl, Dave Ardít, Adiêns Glaçâ,
Regeuét Féu, Danihél Viac’htolt, Ceváglh Scurznicol, Ián Anglatzarâ... only the names change. Those of us who want
Talossa to be a fun place to live in, remain.
Talossa with YOU in it has become for many people the farthest thing from a "fun place to live in." I just think you saw
that: a) Talossa is inseparable from the Big Ben Ego (in your opinion), and b) we were moving along just fine without
you.
Next time you decide to quit, please stay quit. Enough of this "I quit" ... "Oh, nevermind," crap.
> So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
Fine, and if you do drive yet more citizens out of Talossa then you're nothing but a childish little petty asshole.
Deal with it.
Johannes, Die Stimme des Herrn
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o RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
Mic’háglh PopNovember 21, 2003 - 16:35
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• RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back
RE: OFFICIAL: I'm back (Witt X 6684), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 21, 2003 - 16:35. Viewed 33 times.
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Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19,
2005 - 16:46)

> > The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems
enough to calm them down.
>
> What is this continued bullshit? Oh, I see...the remainder of good, decent Talossans spend the day sorting laws out
and quite obviously surviving your petulant childish temper tantrum, and we're blamed for it.
This is one part I just don't understand. The PM and the Government have been noticeable only by their absence today.
The rest of us were doing what we could to rally the country together to survive this Ben-created crisis. And we were
doing a pretty good job of it, too. Despite entreaties, Carbonèl had nothing constructive to say, and DPM Conâ had
nothing to say at all.
> > So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
Is this Robert I or Charles I ??

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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Mic’háglh Pop
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(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19,
2005 - 16:46)

> The Opposition has not changed one whit--still divisive, still petty, still angry. No shock to the system seems enough
to calm them down.
The Opposition were the only ones here trying to exercise a little leadership to keep Talossa in operation. The divisive,
petty one was PM Carbonèl.
> In the days ahead, I will be outlining a royal policy which, I hope, will end paranoia and personal vindictiveness once
and for all in Talossa. This policy may result in the loss of one or more citizens. That is a shame.
What are we meant to make of this? First you renounce your citizenship, leaving an enormous mess for us to deal with.
Now you are back and threatening to ax citizens?
> So yes, I am back, but with a sword in my hand. Deal with it. :-)
We will.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6683.0.html
That's all folks! (Witt X 6683), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on November 21, 2003 - 16:33. Viewed 57 times.
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Leonard PinthGarnell
Group: friends
(990 posts total)
(last post: August
10, 2006 - 17:14)

I will not be posting here for some time. I will not be reading stuff posted here for some time.
I hereby withdraw my name from contention for the Uppermost Cort. I will not serve if the Ziu sends me there. Should I
in fact be made a Cort Justice, my resignation therefrom is to be considered instantaneous.
If anyone wants to get ahold of me, send e-mails to artanis1963 "at" yahoo.com, or you can always call. I hope and
trust my friends in Talossa will do just that.
Yes, folks, I'm fed up with a certain individual's pettiness and childishness. When Talossa is free of this detrimental
influence, I shall be an active citizen again. When it is clear that it is not one person's sandbox to play in. When it is
clear that this one person has no power to do anything whatsoever anymore.
Or maybe not.
In the immortal words of Rhett Butler: "Frankly my dear, I don't give a damn."
Johannes, Die Stimme des Herrn

That's all folks!

Leonard Pinth-

November 21, 2003 - 16:33
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Garnell
•

That's screwed up, folks.

Justice dal Navâ November 21, 2003 - 18:33
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That's all folks!
That's screwed up, folks. (Witt X 6704), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 21, 2003 - 18:33. Viewed 42 times.
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Justice dal
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Group: admins
(5145 posts
total)
(last post:
October 20,
2007 - 17:58)

> I will not be posting here for some time. I will not be reading stuff
posted here for some time.
>
> I hereby withdraw my name from contention for the Uppermost Cort. I
will not serve if the Ziu sends me there. Should I in fact be made a Cort
Justice, my resignation therefrom is to be considered instantaneous.
Damn. That's all I can say. Damn.
> Yes, folks, I'm fed up with a certain individual's pettiness and
childishness.
Sorry about that. ;-)
> When Talossa is free of this detrimental influence, I shall be an active
citizen again. When it is clear that it is not one person's sandbox to play
in. When it is clear that this one person has no power to do anything
whatsoever anymore.
>
> Or maybe not.
This says a lot about Ben's antics. The guy who has been his friend
longer than ANYONE doesn't want to deal with him.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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o

[Dixhêt Conâ]

RE: That's screwed up, folks.

Parent message
Justice dal Navâ
• That's screwed up, folks.
RE: That's screwed up, folks. (Witt X 6737), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 22, 2003 - 18:45. Viewed 20 times.
User Info

Text

[Dixhêt Conâ]
Are you sure it's Ben he's referring to?
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
=== Gary ===
(last post: N/A)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6689.0.html
Calling for Calm! (Witt X 6689), posted by M. A. Ardítà on November 21, 2003 - 17:04. Viewed 42 times.
User Info
Text
M. A. Ardítà
Group: friends
(20 posts total)
(last post: June 05, 2004 - 07:21)
Citizen #4:
Matáiwos Ardítà
In case nobody saw my other post, it is important enough to report (in part)
As the Senior Justice I am calling for a period of calm. I am calling for all posts to be carefully thought about before the 'send' button is hit. I
am asking for all emotional tirades, rants and threats to be carefully considered before posted. Type it up in a Word document, let it sit and
come back in an hour or the next day if need be. But please, everyone remain calm and nobody do anything rash or something they shall
later regret.
Calling for Calm!
M. A. Ardítà
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• RE: Amen! (sort of a Throne Speech)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 21, 2003 - 17:04
November 22, 2003 - 07:30

Parent message
Calling for Calm!
M. A. Ardítà
November 21, 2003 - 17:04
RE: Amen! (sort of a Throne Speech) (Witt X 6709), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 07:30. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #4:
Matáiwos Ardítà
> As the Senior Justice I am calling for a period of calm. I am calling for all posts to be carefully thought about before the 'send' button is hit.
I am asking for all emotional tirades, rants and threats to be carefully considered before posted. Type it up in a Word document, let it sit and
come back in an hour or the next day if need be. But please, everyone remain calm and nobody do anything rash or something they shall
later regret.
Thank you for your intervention. This brings to two the number of people in the Opposition willing to join the Government in appealing for
calm. (Martì-Páir being the other.)
There is no "national crisis" in Talossa. Talossa has a legal, constitutional, majority government. Opposed by a loud, vociferous minority.
Except for the emotions and motivations on the Opposition side, this is normal.
To Grigôriu Möbléir's proposal that Maxime should step down and form some sort of 'compromise' government: Greg, I appreciate your
sentiments. I almost made the same proposal myself. The reason I didn't, is the disastrous precedent it would set: Whenever a violent
minority lacked confidence in the government, it would mean the government was somehow duty-bound to dissolve itself. That is not what
parliamentary government is all about.
Maxime is not PM today because of any 'childishness' on my part. He is there because the majority of the Cosâ elected him, to prevent an
unpopular, illegitimate administration from being foisted on the country instead. No wrongs were done, no crimes were committed.
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A couple of people have made the analogy that this 'crisis' is all about Talossa 'growing up' and doing something that I (as creator and
founder) didn't want it to do. This analogy is false. What Talossa's elected representatives wanted to do, was elect a majority government
under Mximo Carbonèland Dixhêt Conâ. So they did it. And that should be the end of the story.
It shocks me that certain individuals have now been in opposition for eleven days and it certainly looks to me like they can't handle it,
emotionally. That's a shame. When the MN moved into opposition, we made a promise: We would try to work with the government, and we
would not automatically give a knee-jerk "no" on the VOC. Will the PC and Greys show the same class?
KRI
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• I will take your words to heart!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
November 21, 2003 - 17:06
Parent message
Calling for Calm!
M. A. Ardítà
November 21, 2003 - 17:04
I will take your words to heart! (Witt X 6691), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 21, 2003 - 17:06. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
Citizen #4:
Matáiwos Ardítà
Justice Ardítà, many thanks for your words of good sense.
I will heed them.
Jeff
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6694.0.html
Max's having done nothing is not entirely his fault! (Witt X 6694), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 21, 2003 - 17:10. Viewed
36 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Remember, folks, he has been waylaid by the bus strike in Montreal! This is what I call "mitigating circumstances", people.
However, my Vote of No Confidence has not changed. The simple reason is that his legacy of vitriol and nuttiness is too long too pronounced
for me to consent to having a PM who would want to impose those kinds of views on our nations's foreign policy.
Jeff
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6706.0.html
Seneschál Office (Witt X 6706), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl] on November 22, 2003 - 00:15. Viewed 47 times.
User Info
Text
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
Group: DELETED
(148 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul
This is an official deal to the opposition party.
1) Another clark why?
To let Marc Môisi join the fight
To let Márcüs Cantaloûr Postal Election Reform bill be vote the ZIU.
2) After this clark the Cosa will be dissolve for new election. January/February election 2004.
3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run a 6
months governement.
Maxime P-Carbonèl
Seneschál
Join the team support Carbonèl for the Senat Campaign 2003
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Seneschál Office
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
• RE: Seneschál Office
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 00:15
November 22, 2003 - 15:44

Parent message
Seneschál Office
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
November 22, 2003 - 00:15
RE: Seneschál Office (Witt X 6722), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 15:44. Viewed 37 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Azul
>
> This is an official deal to the opposition party.
Though I'm not in the Opposition, and I note (pointedly) that nobody in the Opposition has answered you, let me express my opinion. :-)
> 2) After this clark the Cosa will be dissolve for new election. January/February election 2004.
Well, as you know, I'm not wild about the idea of holding elections that early. But this is your call--you're running the government and I'm
not. Contrary to some reports. ;-) But I'll support you if this is what you want to do.
> 3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run a 6
months governement.
This is really the key: If Maxime and the Coalition are elected to a majority in their own right, will the Opposition respect the will of the
people? One thing is certain: If the PC and Greys get a majority and form a government, we will remain a loyal and productive Opposition.
Ben
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o RE: Seneschál Office
Justice dal Navâ
November 22, 2003 - 21:52
Parent message
• RE: Seneschál Office
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 15:44

RE: Seneschál Office (Witt X 6753), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 22, 2003 - 21:52. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> Though I'm not in the Opposition, and I note (pointedly) that nobody in the Opposition has answered you, let me express my opinion. :-)
>
> > 2) After this clark the Cosa will be dissolve for new election. January/February election 2004.
>
> Well, as you know, I'm not wild about the idea of holding elections that early. But this is your call--you're running the government and I'm
not. Contrary to some reports. ;-) But I'll support you if this is what you want to do.
Of COURSE! Inconsistency! The hallmark of the House of Yogurt, or whatever the shit they're called this week.
> > 3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run a 6
months governement.
>
> This is really the key: If Maxime and the Coalition are elected to a majority in their own right, will the Opposition respect the will of the
people?
Of course. But will we let up? No, we're the Opposition.
> One thing is certain: If the PC and Greys get a majority and form a government, we will remain a loyal and productive Opposition.
Sher. Shure. Sure.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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o RE: Seneschál Office
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 22, 2003 - 16:16
Parent message
• RE: Seneschál Office
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 22, 2003 - 15:44
RE: Seneschál Office (Witt X 6731), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 22, 2003 - 16:16. Viewed 28 times.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
> Contrary to some reports. ;-) But I'll support you if this is what you want to do.
Because it is something you are in favor of! Getting the Madison-Carbonèl-Conâ government elected in its own right would suit you quite
nicely especially on the heels of throwing Roadkill Válcadác’h out the window.
>
> > 3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run a 6
months governement.
If you run things smoothly and if your party is elected once more, then it is more likely you will receive my VOC.
>
> This is really the key: If Maxime and the Coalition are elected to a majority in their own right, will the Opposition respect the will of the
people?
Absolutely!
>One thing is certain: If the PC and Greys get a majority and form a government, we will remain a loyal and productive Opposition.
Ben, you are a politician with no soul, it seems. You seem incapable of understanding that we in the Opposition were personally affronted and
offended by your throwing me out of office. Quite frankly, I am still angry over it.
And you wonder why I don't serve in Maxime's Cabinet...
Jeff
> Ben
>
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RE: Seneschál Office
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 22, 2003 - 16:25
Parent message
o RE: Seneschál Office
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 22, 2003 - 16:16

RE: Seneschál Office (Witt X 6733), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 16:25. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> > Contrary to some reports. ;-) But I'll support you if this is what you want to do.
> Because it is something you are in favor of! Getting the Madison-Carbonèl-Conâ government elected in its own right would suit you quite
nicely especially on the heels of throwing Roadkill Válcadác’h out the window.
No, it is not something I am in favour of. I would like Government to go on a few more months, in hopes that Opposition tempers will
subside. Maybe Max has made the political calculation that they never will. I don't know. I don't run the government.
> > > 3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run a
6 months governement.
> If you run things smoothly and if your party is elected once more, then it is more likely you will receive my VOC.
That is a start! Jeff, one more statement like that and I might just be able to see the Jeff of old that we all love and miss. (And, quite frankly,
whose disappearance has been one of the most bizarre aspects of this whole mess--sometimes I swear you've been replaced by a pod-clone
and Mic’háglh Pop is writing your posts.)
> Ben, you are a politician with no soul, it seems. You seem incapable of understanding that we in the Opposition were personally affronted
and offended by your throwing me out of office.
Jeff, one more time now: We did not throw YOU out of office. We acted to prevent CAVÉIR from taking over the country in an unpopular,
illegitimate, unelected minority government against the will of the Cosâ. You were already throwing yourself out of office when we elected a
majority government.
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> Quite frankly, I am still angry over it.
I apologized, and I thought you had accepted my apology. Whichever way it is, I apologized, and I will do so until the cows come home,
because hurting you was not at all what our intention was. We tried to save your government and your legacy through the Joint Statement,
but Cavéir decided that political deal-making and brinksmanship was more important than all that.
Ben
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Pretzel Logic
Justice dal NavâNovember 22, 2003 - 21:42
Parent message

RE: Seneschál Office
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 16:25

Pretzel Logic (Witt X 6750), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 22, 2003 - 21:42. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> No, it is not something I am in favour of. I would like Government to go on a few more months, in hopes that Opposition tempers will
subside. Maybe Max has made the political calculation that they never will. I don't know. I don't run the government.
Ah. You pretend that Cavéir will call new elections and you flip out. Maxime actually calls new elestions, and everything's kosher.
ladies and gentlemen: the Pretzel Logic of Rôibeard Donatüs!
> > > > 3) Be sure of one thing I will run for PM again. Let democracy roll on. And if the people choose me I ask the opposition to let me run
a 6 months governement.
>
> > If you run things smoothly and if your party is elected once more, then it is more likely you will receive my VOC.
>
> That is a start! Jeff, one more statement like that and I might just be able to see the Jeff of old that we all love and miss. (And, quite
frankly, whose disappearance has been one of the most bizarre aspects of this whole mess--sometimes I swear you've been replaced by a
pod-clone and Mic’háglh Pop is writing your posts.)
The REAL Jeff would lick the King's boots and say an extra prayer for him once a day, I suppose? Are you so single-minded and egotistical
that you cannot imagine that even jeff could dare criticise you?
> > Ben, you are a politician with no soul, it seems. You seem incapable of understanding that we in the Opposition were personally affronted
and offended by your throwing me out of office.
>
> Jeff, one more time now: We did not throw YOU out of office. We acted to prevent CAVÉIR from taking over the country in an unpopular,
illegitimate, unelected minority government against the will of the Cosâ.
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And in the process, you fucked over several other folks. Your collateral damage, Ben, is people. Not pawns in a weird little chess game.
People.
> You were already throwing yourself out of office when we elected a majority government.
Define "majority".
> > Quite frankly, I am still angry over it.
>
> I apologized,
You half-apologise.
> and I thought you had accepted my apology. Whichever way it is, I apologized, and I will do so until the cows come home, because hurting
you was not at all what our intention was.
But you did it anyway. The point is you proceeded without considering the consequence... which what you ALWAYS do.
> We tried to save your government and your legacy through the Joint Statement, but Cavéir decided that political deal-making and
brinksmanship was more important than all that.
You are so amusing sometimes, but most of the time, Ben, you are an absolute toad of a human being. You can insist on lying all you want,
but Talossa ain't buying the "Big Bad Cavéir" story. 'Tain't happening.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6707.0.html
My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6707), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 00:24. Viewed 51 times.
User Info
Text
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Howdies, all,
What a fab night I'm having! I can hardly contain myself! Brought the mom-cat home from her delicate little operation in which an incipient
litter of harmless cute little kittens were ripped from her womb. Her ovaries went along with 'em, too. Now she seems a bit distant for some
reason.
But wait, it gets better!
It would appear, judging by the fact that an R.J. Reynolds (motto: "We'll kill ya, but you'll really like it!") unfiltered Camel is smoldering 'twixt
my lips, that I have (after 67 days of not smoking, but who's counting) resumed my death-wish habit. Hoo-haa, we're having some big fun
NOW! Next step, Gauloise! Or maybe just inhaling some DDT straight from the can. Whoa yeah. Anybody know where I can get some
plutonium? Now THAT's some good inhaling! Not Wal-Mart brand, mind you, I want the good stuff.
Had me some wine and cranked up some serious tuneage. Weird shit from my distant past that I never ever listen to any more-- like
Marianne Faithfull (hoo-whee, that Broken English is a gas), Blondie (what ever happened to those mirrored disco balls, anyway?), Robert
Fripp (how the hell many fingers does he have on his fret hand, anyway? 37?), Squeeze, Bruford, and so forth. Topped it all off with Lennon's
"Mind Games" (six reps back to back).
And I "danced" to all of it, too! Well, as much as an old guy kinda shuffling around the living room can be called "dancing". I gots the hand
jive DOWN, though.
Then I played myself a game of Cricket on the dartboard. I won. Or lost, depending on your point of view.
Had a good long chat with Pete The Dog about Kierkegaard, and he had some good input there. He prefers Wittgenstein, though.
So, what's been going on with you-all? Anything been happening? Or is it just the same-old, same-old?
Been thinking about Buicks. A '68 LeSabre sure would look mighty fine in the driveway. Maybe a dark red one, with black leather on the
inside. With lotsa dust on the dashboard. I always like that in a car. Helps to quiet the road noise a bit, I've found.
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Finished up a huge-assed project at work today and rolled the programming out to the stores, so I'm all "power to the people, dude, right
on". You dig?
My mother has completey flipped her gourd. She's moving house, so she decided to send me a bunch of wierd stuff. A lot of books-- some of
them are about conducting orchestras. And a bunch of LP's. 'Course, she sent me a record player first, so I could listen to them. One of the
records is of my junior-high choir concert. (It's surprisingly good.) I put that one on and listened to it, and I somehow still remember my part,
all the words, everything, but here's the catch-- I tried singing along and suddenly realized that I was a freakin' SECOND TENOR then-- shit,
can't hit THOSE notes anymore. Kinda freaky, know what I'm sayin'?
So, what's been happening? Everybody okay out there? Everything smoove? Anything going on?
Good rappin' atcha,
Andy

-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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My, what an exciting evening!
Andy

November 22, 2003 - 00:24

• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
November 22, 2003 - 14:25
Parent message
My, what an exciting evening!
Andy

November 22, 2003 - 00:24

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6715), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 22, 2003 - 14:25. Viewed 24 times.
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Glad to see that you are smoking again! (Well, not really- it is a dirty and disgusting habit- but one that I also indulge in!)
"He who doth not smoke; hath either known no great sorrow in this life; or denieth himself the greatest consolation other than that which
cometh from heaven"
-I am not sure who said this, I have it in a cigar book of mine somewhere. :)
Right now I am hooked on menthol cigarettes- or "after dinner mints," as I call them. I used to always smoke Benson and Hedges Extra Mild
King Size. I convinced myself one time when I had a cold and sore throat that menthol would be easier on my throat, and since then I have
been hooked!
At some point over the next two years I plan to quit, but not yet.
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
o

RE: My, what an exciting evening!
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[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 22, 2003 - 15:54
Parent message
• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
November 22, 2003 - 14:25
RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6726), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 15:54. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> Glad to see that you are smoking again! (Well, not really- it is a dirty and disgusting habit- but one that I also indulge in!)
Mark, you are a SMOKER??!!! A filthy, disgusting SMOKER!!!? You are hereby EXPELLED from Talossa! Do you hear me?! EXPUNGED!
OUTLAWED! DENOUNCED! Condemned to wander among Bug Nations in filthy yellowed rags... UTTERLY EXILED! Do you hear me?!!
UTTERLY EXILED!
EXPUNGED!!!!!!

Oops... Sorry. Just a little bit of residual anger to get out of my system. ;-)
Ben
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RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 22, 2003 - 19:24
Parent message
o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 15:54

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6742), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 22, 2003 - 19:24. Viewed 16 times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
I realize that it is am awful habit, and one that I should be ashamed of. I am not a very heavy smoker, and I do plan on quitting at some
point in the future.
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
AndyNovember 22, 2003 - 14:38
Parent message
• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 22, 2003 - 14:25

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6717), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 14:38. Viewed 17 times.
User Info
Text
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Howdy,
I don't know if they are available where you are, but R.J. Reynolds makes a nifty menthol called "Mandarin"-- it's menthol (quite mild) and
orange. Sounds wierd, but very tasty. I'd smoke 'em if they came in a nonfilter.
This round of smoking won't last long for me-- I'll be starting over in a few days. When not smoking, I enjoy nasal snuff. Not much nicotine,
sadly, but at least I get to continue using tobacco!
Andy
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 22, 2003 - 19:23
Parent message
o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
Andy

November 22, 2003 - 14:38

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6741), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 22, 2003 - 19:23. Viewed 15 times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> I don't know if they are available where you are, but R.J. Reynolds makes a nifty menthol called "Mandarin"-- it's menthol (quite mild) and
orange. Sounds wierd, but very tasty. I'd smoke 'em if they came in a nonfilter.
Oh my, those sound utterly delicious! I will have to call around to a few stores in Halifax and see if they have some!
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
Dixhét CurgàNovember 22, 2003 - 07:07
Parent message
My, what an exciting evening!
Andy

November 22, 2003 - 00:24

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6708), posted by Dixhét Curgà on November 22, 2003 - 07:07. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Dixhét Curgà
Group: citizens
(349 posts total)
(last post: October 03, 2007 - 06:23)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
From the look of things you're back and all, but..
I still remember that time less than a week ago when I actually managed to understand a point you made (it made me very proud..), but now
I'm obviously out in the wilderness again. Or are *you* out in the wilderness again? :)
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o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
AndyNovember 22, 2003 - 11:42
Parent message
• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
Dixhét Curgà

November 22, 2003 - 07:07

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6712), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 11:42. Viewed 17 times.
User Info
Text
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
>
> I still remember that time less than a week ago when I actually managed to understand a point you made (it made me very proud..),
:->
> but now I'm obviously out in the wilderness again. Or are *you* out in the wilderness again? :)
I think you would be within your rights to characterise my sense of humour as "quirky". It's the result of reading far too many issues of the
New Yorker when I was young. That, and Ionesco...
Andy
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 09:55
Parent message
• RE: My, what an exciting evening!
Dixhét Curgà

November 22, 2003 - 07:07

RE: My, what an exciting evening! (Witt X 6710), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 09:55. Viewed 21 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> From the look of things you're back and all, but..
>
> I still remember that time less than a week ago when I actually managed to understand a point you made (it made me very proud..), but
now I'm obviously out in the wilderness again. Or are *you* out in the wilderness again? :)
ROFL!!!
Sounds like you had yourself a bit of fun, Andy. :-)
What are some of the titles of those orchestra books yer mum sent you?
Also, a long time ago in an IM chat we had you recommmended a book to me, but the chat transcript was lost when my HD finally bit the
dust. You wouldn't by chance remember the name of that book, would you?
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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Books and suchlike
AndyNovember 22, 2003 - 11:37
Parent message
o RE: My, what an exciting evening!
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 22, 2003 - 09:55

Books and suchlike (Witt X 6711), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 11:37. Viewed 16 times.
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Yo,
> What are some of the titles of those orchestra books yer mum sent you?
The ones on conducting are:
"Essentials in Conducting", Karl Gehrkens, 1919
"The School Music Conductor", Paul van Bodegraven and Harry Robert Wilson, 1942
"The Grammar of Conducting", Max Rudolf, 1950 (forward by George Szell !!)
There are also some assorted tomes on the flute and clarinet. And a bunch of stuff on music theory and history. One of the real prizes is a
slender thing called "Lessons in Music Form-- A Manual of Analysis of all the Structural Factors and Designs Employed in Music Composition"
by one Percy Goetschius, from 1904.
>
> Also, a long time ago in an IM chat we had you recommmended a book to me, but the chat transcript was lost when my HD finally bit the
dust. You wouldn't by chance remember the name of that book, would you?
Oh lordy-- I remember the occurence of the conversation, but little of its content. If I was touting my favorite book at you (which seems
likely), then it would have been "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" by Robert Pirsig. I've re-read it annually for about 25 years.
>
Andy
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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RE: Books and suchlike
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 11:43
Parent message

Books and suchlike

Andy

November 22, 2003 - 11:37

RE: Books and suchlike (Witt X 6713), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 11:43. Viewed 15 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Wow! I like to go to the library on campus and dig for some of those old one just to see what is still "correct" today.
> "The Grammar of Conducting", Max Rudolf, 1950 (forward by George Szell !!)
Szell was a Cleveland, righ?
> Oh lordy-- I remember the occurence of the conversation, but little of its content. If I was touting my favorite book at you (which seems
likely), then it would have been "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" by Robert Pirsig. I've re-read it annually for about 25 years.
No, it was either a history book or a historical novel, maybe something to do with indigenous Americans or Plains history?
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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AndyNovember 22, 2003 - 12:28
Parent message

RE: Books and suchlike

RE: Books and suchlike

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 22, 2003 - 11:43

RE: Books and suchlike (Witt X 6714), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 12:28. Viewed 14 times.
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> Wow! I like to go to the library on campus and dig for some of those old one just to see what is still "correct" today.
I'll lend them to you if you like.
>
> Szell was a Cleveland, righ?
Yes-- he was my favorite Beethoven interpreter. Cleveland did a recording of the five piano concertos with Szell and Artur Rubenstein that
kicks some serious ass. I wore out two sets as a teenager.
>
> it was either a history book or a historical novel, maybe something to do with indigenous Americans or Plains history?
Hoo-boy.... I dunno. The only thing that comes to mind is William Least Heat Moon's "PrairyErth", which I might have mentioned because of
your general locale. It's a book about the American Plains, focussing on a county in Kansas. It's definitely in my top ten. Does that sound
familiar?
Andy
>
> Quedéir Castiglhâ
> MC
> Foreign Minister
> Defence Minister
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
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Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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RE: Books and suchlike
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 14:28
Parent message

RE: Books and suchlike

Andy

November 22, 2003 - 12:28

RE: Books and suchlike (Witt X 6716), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 14:28. Viewed 19 times.
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> > Wow! I like to go to the library on campus and dig for some of those old one just to see what is still "correct" today.
>
> I'll lend them to you if you like.
Nah, that's okay, but thanks for the offer!
> > Szell was a Cleveland, righ?
>
> Yes-- he was my favorite Beethoven interpreter. Cleveland did a recording of the five piano concertos with Szell and Artur Rubenstein that
kicks some serious ass. I wore out two sets as a teenager.
NICE.
> > it was either a history book or a historical novel, maybe something to do with indigenous Americans or Plains history?
>
> Hoo-boy.... I dunno. The only thing that comes to mind is William Least Heat Moon's "PrairyErth", which I might have mentioned because of
your general locale. It's a book about the American Plains, focussing on a county in Kansas. It's definitely in my top ten. Does that sound
familiar?
Yes, that's it! Thank you.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
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Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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PrairieErth

AndyNovember 22, 2003 - 14:49
Parent message

RE: Books and suchlike

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 22, 2003 - 14:28

PrairieErth (Witt X 6718), posted by Andy on November 22, 2003 - 14:49. Viewed 17 times.
User Info
Text
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
Oh, you are in for a treat! You might also enjoy his first book too-- "Blue Highways". It's basically a huge solo road trip all over the USA,
chock full of bits of history and interesting observations regarding the various forms of American culture. One of my favorite ideas in it is his
method of rating roadside restaurants-- his hypothesis is that the more calendars the place has on the wall, the better the place is. My
experience would tend to support that.
I'd be interested in your impressions of his work.
Andy
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 21:28
Parent message

RE: PrairieErth

PrairieErth

Andy

November 22, 2003 - 14:49

RE: PrairieErth (Witt X 6748), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 21:28. Viewed 14 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #5:
Andrew Lorêntz
> Oh, you are in for a treat! You might also enjoy his first book too-- "Blue Highways". It's basically a huge solo road trip all over the USA,
chock full of bits of history and interesting observations regarding the various forms of American culture. One of my favorite ideas in it is his
method of rating roadside restaurants-- his hypothesis is that the more calendars the place has on the wall, the better the place is. My
experience would tend to support that.
>
> I'd be interested in your impressions of his work.
Well, this will give me an excuse to go to the public library after finals. :-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6720.0.html
Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-) (Witt X 6720), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 15:39. Viewed 53 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Smiles, everybody! :-)
Talossa's Happy Coalition Government is working for you, doing positive things, getting on with the real business of Talossa.
Márcüs Cantaloûr is doing research on Talossan history and working on the issue of postal ballots and how to make them work.
Quedéir Castiglhâ has written a really cool paper on the Defence and Foreign Ministries and their function in Talossan society.
(I confess I haven't had time to do more than skim this yet. Sorry Q! ;-)
Rôibeard Donatüs has just finished a comprehensive proof-read of the 200+ page English-Talossan, Talossan-English
Dictionaries and has made more than 3,600 corrections and harmonizations in vocabulary, spelling, and usage in preparation
for the (still ongoing) 2004 Supplement which will hopefully be published in 2004 (otherwise we'll have to change the name).
As a group, we in Talossa's Happy Government are talking to new people about Talossa, renewing old friendships and making
new friends. If this sounds good to you, if this sounds like the Talossa you joined, then stick with it and join us--there is a
happy, non-bloviating Talossa going on, and the invitation to join it is always there.
R. Rôibeard Donatüs
Gov't Spokesperson
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Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 15:39

• Talossa's Delusional Government
Justice dal Navâ
November 22, 2003 - 21:37
Parent message
Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 15:39

Talossa's Delusional Government (Witt X 6749), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 22, 2003 - 21:37. Viewed 31 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> Smiles, everybody! :-)
>
> Talossa's Happy Coalition Government is working for you, doing positive things, getting on with the real business of Talossa.
Riiiiiiiight. Talossa's government is happy because ben said so. Riiiiiiight.
> As a group, we in Talossa's Happy Government are talking to new people about Talossa, renewing old friendships and making new friends.
If this sounds good to you, if this sounds like the Talossa you joined, then stick with it and join us--there is a happy, non-bloviating Talossa
going on, and the invitation to join it is always there.
Ben, you are utterly incapable of being "non-bloviating", and you know it. You are incapable of caring about someone else's feelings,
incapable of having a friend you don't take advantage of, and incapable of grasping reality firmly and holding on. This latest round of "happyhappy joy-joy" is your weird attempt to mask the odour emanating from your puppet government. Nice try, Chester. It won't work.
And don't think we don't notice how THE SENESCHÁL IS ABSENT FROM YOUR LIST OF ACTIVE GOVERNMENT WORKERS.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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• RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
November 22, 2003 - 16:09
Parent message
Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 22, 2003 - 15:39
RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-) (Witt X 6728), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 22, 2003 - 16:09. Viewed 45
times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
> Smiles, everybody! :-)
>
> Talossa's Happy Coalition Government is working for you, doing positive things, getting on with the real business of Talossa.
That's what it needs to do; I'm glad to see same.
>
> Márcüs Cantaloûr is doing research on Talossan history and working on the issue of postal ballots and how to make them work.
Working in consultation with the SoS??
>
> Quedéir Castiglhâ has written a really cool paper on the Defence and Foreign Ministries and their function in Talossan society. (I confess I
haven't had time to do more than skim this yet. Sorry Q! ;-)
That will be very good to see. I look forward to reading Quedéir's work.
> Rôibeard Donatüs has just finished a comprehensive proof-read of the 200+ page English-Talossan, Talossan-English Dictionaries and has
made more than 3,600 corrections and harmonizations in vocabulary, spelling, and usage in preparation for the (still ongoing) 2004
Supplement which will hopefully be published in 2004 (otherwise we'll have to change the name).
Legit government work you were doing while I was your Seneschál... So what.
>
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> As a group, we in Talossa's Happy Government are talking to new people about Talossa, renewing old friendships and making new friends.
Yes. And I did nothing of the sort while in office.
"I'd like to buy the world a Coke..."
>If this sounds good to you, if this sounds like the Talossa you joined, then stick with it and join us--there is a happy, non-bloviating Talossa
going on, and the invitation to join it is always there.
All is happy! All is well! Springtime is here!
How sappy sweet can you get! I'll take Cavéir's foul-mouth tantrums any day over this syrup!
Jeff
>
> R. Rôibeard Donatüs
> Gov't Spokesperson
>
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o RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 16:19
Parent message
• RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 22, 2003 - 16:09

RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-) (Witt X 6732), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 16:19. Viewed 29
times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> > Quedéir Castiglhâ has written a really cool paper on the Defence and Foreign Ministries and their function in Talossan society. (I
confess I haven't had time to do more than skim this yet. Sorry Q! ;-)
>
> That will be very good to see. I look forward to reading Quedéir's work.
Mostly it's just an outline right now; I have gaps to fill in yet, probably over my winter break (which can't get here soon enough!!!)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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o RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 22, 2003 - 16:16
Parent message
• RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 22, 2003 - 16:09

RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-) (Witt X 6730), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 16:16. Viewed 32
times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> How sappy sweet can you get! I'll take Cavéir's foul-mouth tantrums any day over this syrup!
Palpatine? Are you listening?
Ben
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Wha--?
Justice dal NavâNovember 22, 2003 - 21:42
Parent message
o RE: Talossa's Happy Government at Work :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 16:16

Wha--? (Witt X 6751), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 22, 2003 - 21:42. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > How sappy sweet can you get! I'll take Cavéir's foul-mouth tantrums any day over this syrup!
>
> Palpatine? Are you listening?
What the hell is THAT supposed to mean?
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6736.0.html
THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT? (Witt X 6736), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 22, 2003 - 18:29. Viewed 91 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
Just got off the phone with Martì-Páir.
He informs me that he has re-established contact with Ken Velméir (I don't know if this is true or not) and that, according to Martì-Páir's
interpretation of the Organic Law, all Cosâ seats (yours, mine, his, and everybody's) become vacant at the end of each month!
This means that Martì-Páir is going to declare Dixhêt Conâ's ZPT seats "vacant," hand control of them to Ken, and then Ken is going to form a
"majority government" with Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h (!) as Seneschál.
There are numerous constitutional problems and outright illegalities involved here. If I have time someday, I will discuss them.
If Martì-Páir actually attempts this illegal stripping of Dixhêt Conâ's seats, there will be absolute hell to pay. This proves that the PC has
absolutely no respect whatsoever for the Organic Law, the rule of law, or any other good and decent principle.
I will defend Talossa against this crap. This is what the Monarchy is for. And if I lose this battle, then I am gone for good. Those are the
stakes. Play ball.
King Robert I
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THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 18:29

• RE: THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[Marc Môisi]
November 23, 2003 - 08:04
Parent message
THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 18:29

RE: THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT? (Witt X 6762), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 23, 2003 - 08:04. Viewed 49 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> He informs me that he has re-established contact with Ken Velméir (I don't know if this is true or not) and that, according to Martì-Páir's
interpretation of the Organic Law, all Cosâ seats (yours, mine, his, and everybody's) become vacant at the end of each month!
My personal reading of the OrgLaw tells me that:
Art. VII:Sec. 4. Each person holding a seat is a correspondent representative known as a "Member of the
Cosâ" (MC). MCs may not be removed from office except by a two-thirds vote by the Cosâ and approval by the King. An MC vacates his seats
if he fails to vote on two consecutive Clarks, or if he resigns from office or dies. Any seats left unassigned at the end of the first Clark of the
government are considered vacant.
No seats are currently unassigned and therefore no members of the Cosâ can be removed from office except by a two-thirds vote by the Cosâ
and approval by the King.
Marc Môisi, C.D.

o

In that case...
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Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
November 23, 2003 - 08:07
Parent message
• RE: THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[Marc Môisi]
November 23, 2003 - 08:04
In that case... (Witt X 6764), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 23, 2003 - 08:07. Viewed 46 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
If I reassign only 6 of the 7 seats of Ken, Gary is still a Member of the Cosâ and he is not removed from office...
This is what I will do. I will not reassign seats illegaly, but reassigning 6 of the seat appears to be legal, since Gary is then NOT removed from
office.
There is NO protection agaisn't removing some of the seats.
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RE: In that case...
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 23, 2003 - 11:48
Parent message
o In that case...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 23, 2003 - 08:07

RE: In that case... (Witt X 6767), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 23, 2003 - 11:48. Viewed 30 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> If I reassign only 6 of the 7 seats of Ken, Gary is still a Member of the Cosâ and he is not removed from office...
>
> This is what I will do. I will not reassign seats illegaly, but reassigning 6 of the seat appears to be legal, since Gary is then NOT removed
from office.
>
> There is NO protection agaisn't removing some of the seats.
What gives you the right to reassign seats at whim? Where in the OrgLaw does it say you can do this?
There IS protection from being removed from any held seats. The only way those seats can be reassigned according to the OrgLaw is if Gary
fails to vote on two consecutive Clarks, resigns or dies. If he does none of those, he still legally occupies all seven seats and cannot be
removed except by 2/3 Cosa vote and the King.
I am really beginning to question your ability to be SoS if you are taking unilateral action under the auspices of your office.
If you try to remove Gary in any fashion from his lawfully occupied Cosa seats, you will face legal action.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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RE: In that case...
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 09:18
Parent message

RE: In that case...

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 23, 2003 - 11:48

RE: In that case... (Witt X 6787), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:18. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
> > If I reassign only 6 of the 7 seats of Ken, Gary is still a Member of the Cosâ and he is not removed from office...
>>
> > This is what I will do. I will not reassign seats illegaly, but reassigning 6 of the seat appears to be legal, since Gary is then NOT removed
from office.
>>
> > There is NO protection agaisn't removing some of the seats.
>
> What gives you the right to reassign seats at whim? Where in the OrgLaw does it say you can do this?
Umm, isn't Ken Velméir the registered leader of the ZPT? Doesn't he have the right to control the party's seats?
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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RE: In that case...
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 24, 2003 - 13:29
Parent message
Mic’háglh Pop

RE: In that case...
November 24, 2003 - 09:18

RE: In that case... (Witt X 6814), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 24, 2003 - 13:29. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
That's only a small part of the issue, but I don't think it's going to matter much now.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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RE: In that case...
[Marc Môisi]November 23, 2003 - 08:12
Parent message
o In that case...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 23, 2003 - 08:07

RE: In that case... (Witt X 6765), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 23, 2003 - 08:12. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> If I reassign only 6 of the 7 seats of Ken, Gary is still a Member of the Cosâ and he is not removed from office...
>
> This is what I will do. I will not reassign seats illegaly, but reassigning 6 of the seat appears to be legal, since Gary is then NOT removed
from office.
>
> There is NO protection agaisn't removing some of the seats.
I don't know M-P, you should clear it with the Cort before doing it, but it is just my advice and my opinion.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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• Is this an informal indictment against the SoS???
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 23, 2003 - 00:25
Parent message
THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 18:29

Is this an informal indictment against the SoS??? (Witt X 6755), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 23, 2003 - 00:25. Viewed
29 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
If so, this is most-serious.
Jeff speaking only for himself
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• So basically I am a liar...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 22, 2003 - 21:25
Parent message
THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 18:29

So basically I am a liar... (Witt X 6747), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 22, 2003 - 21:25. Viewed 30 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> He informs me that he has re-established contact with Ken Velméir (I don't know if this is true or not)
Thanks for the trust !
BTW, you didn't say that you told me that if I do that, I "would destory Talossa"
and that you would resign over this...
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o ...or Ben's bloviating again.
Justice dal NavâNovember 22, 2003 - 21:46
Parent message
• So basically I am a liar...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 22, 2003 - 21:25

...or Ben's bloviating again. (Witt X 6752), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 22, 2003 - 21:46. Viewed 31 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > He informs me that he has re-established contact with Ken Velméir (I don't know if this is true or not)
>
> Thanks for the trust !
>
> BTW, you didn't say that you told me that if I do that, I "would destory Talossa"
>
> and that you would resign over this...
Ben's delusional. No doubt about it. He's imagining whole conspiracies and vows to destroy Talossa. Renunciation traitors do that, I suppose.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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• RE: Rut-roh...
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 22, 2003 - 18:55
Parent message
THE FRENETTE COUP D'ETAT?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 22, 2003 - 18:29

RE: Rut-roh... (Witt X 6739), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 22, 2003 - 18:55. Viewed 32 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Would somebody please post a link the real, actual, official OrgLaw?
Thanks.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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o RE: Rut-roh...
[Marc Môisi]November 23, 2003 - 07:55
Parent message
• RE: Rut-roh...
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 22, 2003 - 18:55

RE: Rut-roh... (Witt X 6761), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 23, 2003 - 07:55. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Would somebody please post a link the real, actual, official OrgLaw?
Although the Scribe of Abbavilla didn't post any "OFFICIAL" version anywhere. To the best of my knowledge this version is up-to-date and
correct.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6743.0.html
22 November, 1963 -- another day which will live in infamy (Witt X 6743), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 22, 2003 - 19:27.
Viewed 31 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Forty years ago, a street in Dallas was drenched with the blood of a President.
John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated four decades ago today, thus paving the way for Lyndon B. Johnson, who, no matter what you
think of what he did, did many big things for and/or to the United States, and, in an indirect fashion, the world.
Forty years ago today, it could be said, the "sixties" began and did not end until the fall of Saigon about twelve years later.
Mr. President, may you continue to rest in peace.
Jeff
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Activate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6758.0.html
Withdrawal of Citizenship Application (Witt X 6758), posted by [Ián Tamorán] on November 23, 2003 - 03:37. Viewed 55 times.
User Info
Text
[Ián Tamorán]
Group: DELETED
(55 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul, Talossans,
I wish to direct the Minister of Immigration to withdraw my application for Talossan citizenship.
While I was hopeful that more Talossan citizens would have read my post on Perspectives from a Prospective, and consequently taken
the advice from moderate voices amidst an ever-growing chaotic chorus within the kingdom, I fear that the current climate is not only
unsuitable for my pursuit of citizenship, but is also not the climate that I thought I was petitioning to join. Certainly, in lurking over
Wittenberg over numerous years, I have never seen such childish antics and un-statesmen-like comportment from so many figures that I
have personally respected and admired.
Between the King threatening to wage a personal vendetta against anyone who opposes his views, to members of the Opposition and the
Government conspiring to undermine one another at every conceivable opportunity, to actual real life friendships behind Talossa being torn
apart at the seams... Talossa just does not present itself as the nation that I know she can be, or the nation to which I had aspired to
immigrate.
I hope that you understand, and respect my decision. I will continue to lurk, and hope that one day, I can resurface on Talossa. Regrettably,
that time is not now.
Regards,
Ián Tamorán
(Juan Gonzalez)
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Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[Ián Tamorán]

November 23, 2003 - 03:37

• RE: Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[Dixhêt Conâ]
November 24, 2003 - 21:52
Parent message
Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[Ián Tamorán]

November 23, 2003 - 03:37

RE: Withdrawal of Citizenship Application (Witt X 6828), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 24, 2003 - 21:52. Viewed 16 times.
User Info
Text
[Dixhêt Conâ]
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
I would also like to say I'm sorry to see you withdraw as well. I've exchanged more than a few flames with Ben in years past, but this has
been a new low. I don't blame you for feeling the way you do, and I hope we can re-establish your interest and faith in this Kingdom.
=== Gary ===
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• RE: Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
November 23, 2003 - 07:38
Parent message
Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[Ián Tamorán]
November 23, 2003 - 03:37
RE: Withdrawal of Citizenship Application (Witt X 6760), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 23, 2003 - 07:38. Viewed 37
times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
On behalf of the Ministry of Immigration I would like to express my regret over the decision of Ián Tamorán to withdraw his citizenship
application. Becoming a Talossan citizen is of course a personal choice, and I respect Ián's decision.
Hopefully, one day he will reconsider. Ián Tamorán would have added so much to the life of our Kingdom.
At this time I would urge citizens to stop their personal attacks, bickering and back room politics. It is this fighting; NOT the government that
is tearing Talossa apart.
We have been willing to put this crisis aside, but it is apparent that certain members of the Opposition are not willing to do so.

R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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o The opposition ???
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 23, 2003 - 08:05
Parent message
• RE: Withdrawal of Citizenship Application
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 23, 2003 - 07:38

The opposition ??? (Witt X 6763), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 23, 2003 - 08:05. Viewed 30 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> At this time I would urge citizens to stop their personal attacks, bickering and back room politics. It is this fighting; NOT the government
that is tearing Talossa apart.
> We have been willing to put this crisis aside, but it is apparent that certain members of the Opposition are not willing to do so.
>
Ben callling me a Liar is a personal attack... and he is not in the opposition.
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6768.0.html
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6768), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl] on November 23, 2003 12:51. Viewed 67 times.
User Info
Text
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
Group: DELETED
(148 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
After a midnight meeting with all the members of the Coallition (MN - ZPT).
I Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl, Seneschál of Talossa, ask the king to dissolve the current COSA.
I ask the SoS to prepare this election.
I ask the SoS to show a complet neutral position.
I also name Márcüs Cantaloûr as the MN SoS office observer during this election.
Done 23 november 2003.
---People of Talossa , you have now the important duty to choose between a Carbonèl governement or another PC-GCP governement. People of
Talossa I trust you to make the best choice and to let Talossa grow over this major crisis.
Maxime P-Carbonèl
Seneschál
PS Sorry to any prospectives Talossans who have to wait again.
PSS December/January Election.
PSSS Let the 26th of December 2003 be a Politic Day free and I Talossa complet celebration.
Talossa I still love you ;)
Max
Join the team support Carbonèl for the Senat Campaign 2003
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To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
Mic’háglh Pop
• I am sorry to see this.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
o In the Immortal Words of Clemenza...
Leonard Pinth-Garnell

November 24, 2003 - 09:29
November 23, 2003 - 20:51
November 24, 2003 - 09:57

o RE: I am sorry to see this.
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
RE: I am sorry to see this.

November 24, 2003 - 06:12

Justice dal Navâ
o RE: I am sorry to see this.
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 24, 2003 - 08:32
November 24, 2003 - 00:45

• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
Mic’háglh Pop
• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
UC

o

November 23, 2003 - 15:01
November 24, 2003 - 09:31
November 23, 2003 - 13:47

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)

November 23, 2003 - 14:15

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
• Now that's just great!!! :-(
[Marc Môisi]

November 23, 2003 - 14:19
November 23, 2003 - 13:14
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o RE: Now that's just great!!! :-(
Mic’háglh Pop
UC

•

November 24, 2003 - 09:26

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)

o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 23, 2003 - 13:04
November 23, 2003 - 13:41

Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Activate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6768), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl] on November 23, 2003 12:51. Viewed 68 times.
User Info
Text
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
Group: DELETED
(148 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
After a midnight meeting with all the members of the Coallition (MN - ZPT).
I Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl, Seneschál of Talossa, ask the king to dissolve the current COSA.
I ask the SoS to prepare this election.
I ask the SoS to show a complet neutral position.
I also name Márcüs Cantaloûr as the MN SoS office observer during this election.
Done 23 november 2003.
---People of Talossa , you have now the important duty to choose between a Carbonèl governement or another PC-GCP governement. People of
Talossa I trust you to make the best choice and to let Talossa grow over this major crisis.
Maxime P-Carbonèl
Seneschál
PS Sorry to any prospectives Talossans who have to wait again.
PSS December/January Election.
PSSS Let the 26th of December 2003 be a Politic Day free and I Talossa complet celebration.
Talossa I still love you ;)
Max
Join the team support Carbonèl for the Senat Campaign 2003
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
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[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
Mic’háglh Pop

November 23, 2003 - 12:51
November 24, 2003 - 09:29

Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
November 23, 2003 - 12:51
RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6789), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:29.
Viewed 19 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
So once again the Black Hand and the Carbonèl Government are turning on a dime and flip-flopping positions, based solely on political
expediency. Wasn't the Black Hand position last week that new elections were not necessary? And now Carbonèl is calling for new elections,
even though he has not lost the Vote of Confidence.
Is this what we are to expect from a future Carbonèl Government? Cut and run at the first sign of trouble? All stated positions are subject to
immediate reversal depending on the political situation?
If this election goes down, we should all remember this.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
• I am sorry to see this.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
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November 23, 2003 - 20:51
Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

I am sorry to see this. (Witt X 6777), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 23, 2003 - 20:51. Viewed 33 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
I mean this sincerely, btw.:
Quedéir and others are now getting up-to-speed on the business of governing, it seems, and that encourages me mightily! It's quite good to
see new faces in the ranks of Talossa's Civil Service, and it's good to see those faces doing good things for Talossa, it seems despite the utter
divisiveness of PM Carbonèl. Quedéir is making sense with his Foreign Ministry work, and I have seen no complaints so far against IM
Hamilton.
Maxime, your newbie government was just getting off-the-ground, and now you have hosed it and foisted another election on the people of
Talossa on the heels of the last one. Ben was against this move (a few days ago, anyway), and so am I still (yes, I was seeing real and
positive signs of hope from your Cabinet which is filled with worthy folks like Q and Mark -- I was actually a bit excited about this
government's short-term future and its long-term ability to get the day-to-day governance of the government done in an orderly manner),
but there is nothing we can do about it now. What's done is done.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
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o In the Immortal Words of Clemenza...
Leonard Pinth-GarnellNovember 24, 2003 - 09:57
Parent message
• I am sorry to see this.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 23, 2003 - 20:51

In the Immortal Words of Clemenza... (Witt X 6796), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on November 24, 2003 - 09:57. Viewed 19 times.
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
Group: friends
(990 posts total)
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14)
> Quedéir and others are now getting up-to-speed on the business of governing, it seems, and that encourages me mightily! It's quite good
to see new faces in the ranks of Talossa's Civil Service, and it's good to see those faces doing good things for Talossa, it seems despite the
utter divisiveness of PM Carbonèl. Quedéir is making sense with his Foreign Ministry work, and I have seen no complaints so far against IM
Hamilton.
Well, one of the problems, however, of this gov't was the fact that it had so few active, involved people. I mean, as compared to the major
amounts of talent the PC and GCP and ZPT could put into office.
The MAIN problem being the fairly inert PM himself. Then again, next to Jeff, a highspeed train looks inert. ;-)
>
> Maxime, your newbie government was just getting off-the-ground, and now you have hosed it and foisted another election on the people of
Talossa on the heels of the last one. Ben was against this move (a few days ago, anyway), and so am I still (yes, I was seeing real and
positive signs of hope from your Cabinet which is filled with worthy folks like Q and Mark -- I was actually a bit excited about this
government's short-term future and its long-term ability to get the day-to-day governance of the government done in an orderly manner),
but there is nothing we can do about it now. What's done is done.
Well, Jeff, it is highly unlikely Max did this without Ben's approval (read: instructions). After all, the MN unwritten motto is: "Think as Ben
does...ONLY as Ben does." ;-)
Well, fine. We'll have elections much sooner than anticipated. This might be a good thing as things have gotten so totally screwed up.
As Clemenza says in "The Godfather" about the occasional bloodletting between mafia families: "Ya gotta have a war now and then...it gets
out the bad blood."
Johannes, Die Stimme des Herrn
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o RE: I am sorry to see this.
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 24, 2003 - 06:12
Parent message
• I am sorry to see this.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 23, 2003 - 20:51

RE: I am sorry to see this. (Witt X 6785), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 24, 2003 - 06:12. Viewed 18 times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
I would like to thank you for kind remarks. It is nice to hear a positive comment from someone in the Opposition!
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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RE: I am sorry to see this.
Justice dal NavâNovember 24, 2003 - 08:32
Parent message
o RE: I am sorry to see this.
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 24, 2003 - 06:12

RE: I am sorry to see this. (Witt X 6786), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 24, 2003 - 08:32. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> I would like to thank you for kind remarks. It is nice to hear a positive comment from someone in the Opposition!
Where did you get the idea that someone from something called "the Opposition" has to be positive?
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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o RE: I am sorry to see this.
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 24, 2003 - 00:45
Parent message
• I am sorry to see this.
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 23, 2003 - 20:51

RE: I am sorry to see this. (Witt X 6783), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 24, 2003 - 00:45. Viewed 20 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Hey, we still have a month! :-D Wait'll you see what I have in store for the Defence Ministry.
Thanks for the VOC, Jeff (no pun intended).
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 23, 2003 - 15:01
Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6775), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 23, 2003 15:01. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Hopefully, this election will allow Talossa to pull through this recent crisis and allow the government under Maxime to carry out its important
reforms.
Vote MN!
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 09:31
Parent message
• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]

November 23, 2003 - 15:01

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6790), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:31.
Viewed 17 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
> Hopefully, this election will allow Talossa to pull through this recent crisis and allow the government under Maxime to carry out its
important reforms.
Why should Maxime be any different after an election than before? He has a majority of Cosa seats behind him right now and he hasn't done
a thing with it.

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 23, 2003 - 13:47
Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6772), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 23, 2003 13:47. Viewed 38 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
I would STRONGLY urge the Seneschál to check his email if he has not done so recently.
I also ask that the PM rescind his request for early dissolution.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
UCNovember 23, 2003 - 14:15
Parent message
• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 23, 2003 - 13:47

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6773), posted by UC on November 23, 2003 - 14:15. Viewed 30
times.
User Info
Text
UC
Group: moderators
(346 posts total)
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39)
> Azul,
>
> I would STRONGLY urge the Seneschál to check his email if he has not done so recently.
>
> I also ask that the PM rescind his request for early dissolution.
So I was getting all worked up for nothing then?
The MN sure knows how to entertain us ;-)
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RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 23, 2003 - 14:19
Parent message
o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
UC

November 23, 2003 - 14:15

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6774), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 23, 2003 14:19. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> > Azul,
>>
> > I would STRONGLY urge the Seneschál to check his email if he has not done so recently.
>>
> > I also ask that the PM rescind his request for early dissolution.
>
> So I was getting all worked up for nothing then?
> The MN sure knows how to entertain us ;-)
Heh, that's kind of my fault, I brought up something in our correspondence that was last minute and I don't think Max had read it before he
made his statement.
:-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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• Now that's just great!!! :-(
[Marc Môisi]November 23, 2003 - 13:14
Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

Now that's just great!!! :-( (Witt X 6770), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 23, 2003 - 13:14. Viewed 34 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
First, the PM does not dissolve the Cosâ, this is the duty of the King (OrgLaw Art. XII, Sec. 3). Now, I realise that I can’t ask the King not to
dissolve it because he is required by law, but having a personal stake to it and considering that the VOC still shows a higher support in favour
of the government than against. I am requesting that the PM reconsider before the King issues the writ.
I would also point out that the PM is not even trying to make the government work or let someone else attempt to form a viable government.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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o RE: Now that's just great!!! :-(
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 09:26
Parent message
• Now that's just great!!! :-(
[Marc Môisi]

November 23, 2003 - 13:14

RE: Now that's just great!!! :-( (Witt X 6788), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:26. Viewed 15 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
> I would also point out that the PM is not even trying to make the government work or let someone else attempt to form a viable
government.
Very good point, Marc.
The issue always was Maxime's suitability as PM. He has demonstrated that he has no leadership ability, and no skills at uniting the country.
During the Ben Renunciation Crisis, he complained and cast stones, but did absolutely nothing constructive. Are we to expect that these
qualities will somehow change with a new election?

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
UCNovember 23, 2003 - 13:04
Parent message
To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 23, 2003 - 12:51

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6769), posted by UC on November 23, 2003 - 13:04. Viewed 27
times.
User Info
Text
UC
Group: moderators
(346 posts total)
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39)
Zooks!
There goes the holidayseason ;-)
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o RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 23, 2003 - 13:41
Parent message
• RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber)
UC

November 23, 2003 - 13:04

RE: To the people of Talossa (dissolution of the lower chamber) (Witt X 6771), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 23, 2003 13:41. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Zooks!
> There goes the holidayseason ;-)
Haven't you already finished your shopping? :-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6778.0.html
The Montreal Bus Strike is over! (Witt X 6778), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 23, 2003 - 21:10. Viewed 29 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
The bus strike which has rendered the Seneschál very-much unable to do his Talossan works for the last week has ended<>/a.
Please, everyone, remember that the strike lasted from Sunday, 16 November to today, Sunday, 23 November during which time Max has
been almost paralyzed timewise in working long hours and getting to-and-from work as well as sleeping.
To the members of the government, please note that this last week, I did post to Witt about this strike.
Jeff
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The Montreal Bus Strike is over!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 23, 2003 - 21:10

• RE: The Montreal Bus Strike is over!
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
November 24, 2003 - 00:38
Parent message
The Montreal Bus Strike is over!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 23, 2003 - 21:10

RE: The Montreal Bus Strike is over! (Witt X 6782), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 24, 2003 - 00:38. Viewed 18 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #6:
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
That's one heck of a link there, Jeff. ;-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6791.0.html
Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats (Witt X 6791), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 24, 2003 - 09:32.
Viewed 49 times.
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
I was requrested, by Ken Velméir , leader of the ZPT party to assign him the 7 ZPt seats for the second clark.
As SoS it is my duty to assign the seats to the parties. I do not
choose to whom to assign the seats.
Any "Frenette coup" reference is therefore invalid : I am not the one
requesting the seats, I am merely the official entering the data, in
an IMPARTIAL NON-PARTISAN way, the same way the King nominates Maxime
in a non partisan way.
Both Ben and I had to take hard decisions that, in both cases, helped
our respective parties gain control of the Cosâ.
But it doesn't change the fact that we both acted in a non partisan
way.
There is still the legality of my actions thought. Ben's action was clearly
legal, but mine wasn't that clear.
So let me recap the situations.
since I have been Secretary of State, I have been assigning seat for parties
EACH CLARK according to the wishes of the party leaders.
Ben says he didn't recall me asking officially the PC members, but it doesn't
change the fact that I still followed party leaders orders clark by clark.
I might have been wrong all the time thought, and we'll see later my thoughts on this.
So, based on what I THOUGHT was the way seat assignment worked, when Ken Velméir ( leader of the ZPT ) asked me to assign the 7 seats
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IMMEDIATLY to him when the Clark was not completed, I refused : to my knowledge, we could only reassign them on the next clark.
So he requested that the seats be reassigned to him as soon as the clark was over, which I did, and I even informed King Robert I
IMMEDIATLY to show some transparency.
I couldn't prior to the reassignment, since it was requested it be kept silent.
Now, it was pointed out to me that I could remove Gary as Member of the Cosâ.
As soon as I realized that, I :
1 - proposed to let him keep 1 seats, as such, he is still member of the Cosâ 2 - I called the 2 UC judges I had phone numbers ( Remember, I
didn't Ken's phone number with me this week-end, but I will try to call him tonight and ask
his legal opinion : when he asked the seats, he didn't review the orglaw
prior to it, and judges cannot be expected to know the full law in their head ).
Both IM and Valadéir are unanimous after reading the Orglaw, Ben's statements,
and my statements ( which also included a few arguments agaisn't my position
and in Gary's favor ). They also reviewed the TLFN precedant.
They both say ( in different words ) that the Orglaw protects a Member of the Cosä
from being removed, but not from losing SOME of his seats.
As such, it is illegal for Ken to remove ALL sevens seats from Gary, but it is legal
for him to reassign 6 of them to himself.
Valadéir goes even further. He says that it is not 100% clear that Gary could have
gotten the seats in the first place. He is not saying he couldn't get them. Only
that there is cort material on that. He might very well rule that Gary could get them
but unlike the right of Ken to reassign the 6 seats, it is not clear that Gary had
the right to get the seats without looking more in details and consulting the other
cort justice.
As such, since I have the legal opinion of 2 of the 3 cort justice, I consider that it was
within my legal power to reassign the 6 seats to Ken Velméir .
Of course, these were only legal opinions, not a cort judgement. Someone would have
to sue me for an official decision.
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Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
• RE: Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 24, 2003 - 09:32
November 24, 2003 - 13:45

Parent message
Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
November 24, 2003 - 09:32
RE: Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats (Witt X 6815), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 24, 2003 - 13:45.
Viewed 34 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
M-P,
Thank you for clearing some things up; I had formulated some ideas without all the information.
However, if this situation is allowed to proceed, it is in my opinion important to iron out the incongruities I see in the OrgLaw regarding the
matter, and I will sue for an official judgment (not for retaliation.)
Again, thanks.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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o RE: Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 15:09

Parent message
• RE: Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
November 24, 2003 - 13:45
RE: Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats (Witt X 6817), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 24, 2003 - 15:09.
Viewed 25 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> However, if this situation is allowed to proceed, it is in my opinion important to iron out the incongruities I see in the OrgLaw regarding the
matter, and I will sue for an official judgment (not for retaliation.)
That's ok !
I was thinking of possibly suing myself, in order to really clear things up...
But let's wait until we know if the seats mean something... if there is an election, it will be pointless and the next Cosä will be able to
ammend the orglaw anyway.
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• OFFICIAL: Request for a new PM
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 09:49
Parent message
Declaration from the SoS office regarding the ZPT seats
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:32

OFFICIAL: Request for a new PM (Witt X 6794), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:49. Viewed 30 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
On the basis of this thorough legal review, it would appear that the Secretary of State is acting in accordance with both the law and the
wishes of the ZPT party, which owns the seats in question, in reassigning 6 or the 7 ZPT seats to ZPT Party Leader Ken Velméir .
Based on this seat reassignment, and keeping in mind that Talossa has no tradition of minority governments, I hereby call on the King to
honor the will of the majority of the Cosa and appoint Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as Seneschál.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
Cyphor (Release: 0.19, PHP 4.4.6)
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6793.0.html
Cosâ Member Frenette's position on the election (Witt X 6793), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 24, 2003 - 09:49. Viewed 32
times.
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
This is a partisan post, not issued by the SoS...
Yet, I am speaking for Myself, not for the PC, the GCP, the ZPT or anyone other than Myself.
The Cort has confirmed the legality of the reassignment of 6 of the ZPT seats.
Maxime is now requesting a new election.
I feel this is unfair to the people of Talossa who just recently went to the Polls, and did elect a majority government, in the form
of a MN-PC-GCP coalition. It is OUR DUTY as Elected Cosâ members, to keep a coalition running.
This is unfair to Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h who was elected for PM and should have been in power until January 1st, thought it is unclear if
elections should occur that that period in time or not.
This is unfair to Marc Môisi and my wife, who would probably become citizen on the next clark, and thus, will not get to vote in that deciding
election.
This is unfair to Ken Velméir , who at the time of the seat assignments was moving from California to Washington state and was temporarly
out of touch.
This is unfair, since now that the ZPT seats are now splitted between 6 to Ken and 1 to Gary, the coalition in power is the ZPT-GCP-PC
coalition, with Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as Prime-Minister.
This is unfair, since it doesn't give time to the King to appoint Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM, now that he controls the Cosâ.
This is unfair to Mximo Carbonèlwho is pictured as a coward, afraid of giving power to Jeff in the Cosâ, preparing his time to fight in the next
election for regaining that power, since he feels that he can win that next election.
Maxime, you have a positive VOC,
Don't disolve the Cosâ, we still have work to do
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Cosâ Member Frenette's position on the election
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:49

• RE: Cosâ Member Frenette's position on the election
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 09:58
Parent message
Cosâ Member Frenette's position on the election
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:49

RE: Cosâ Member Frenette's position on the election (Witt X 6797), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 09:58. Viewed 21
times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> This is a partisan post, not issued by the SoS...
>
> Yet, I am speaking for Myself, not for the PC, the GCP, the ZPT
> or anyone other than Myself.
As Opposition Leader, allow me to present my impressions of your sentiments.
> The Cort has confirmed the legality of the reassignment of 6 of the
> ZPT seats.
Which is as it should be. The ZPT party leader should not be locked out of his party's seats.
>
>
>
>
>

Maxime is now requesting a new election.
I feel this is unfair to the people of Talossa who just recently
went to the Polls, and did elect a majority government, in the form
of a MN-PC-GCP coalition. It is OUR DUTY as Elected Cosâ members,
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> to keep a coalition running.
The majority of the Cosa is in support of a Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h Government. Mximo Carbonèldoes not have the backing of the Cosa, and
should withdraw his request for a dissolution of that body and allow the new Government to take effect.
> This is unfair to Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h who was elected for PM and should have
> been in power until January 1st, thought it is unclear if elections should
> occur that that period in time or not.
Reappointing Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM would go farther toward restoring unity and resolving this crisis as any other action that could be
taken. Jeff was a victim of the Halloween Massacre. Appointing him back to the office he was unfairly evicted from would go a long way
toward rebuilding the bonds of trust between both sides in this unhappy affair.
> This is unfair to Marc Môisi and my wife, who would probably become citizen
> on the next clark, and thus, will not get to vote in that deciding election.
A very important election.
> This is unfair to Ken Velméir , who at the time of the seat assignments was
> moving from California to Washington state and was temporarly out of touch.
Ken Velméir , as ZPT party leader, was disenfranchised himself when his party's seats were given to Dixhêt Conâ without his consent.
> This is unfair, since now that the ZPT seats are now splitted between 6 to Ken
> and 1 to Gary, the coalition in power is the ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
> as Prime-Minister.
It is important to honor the will of the majority, as expresed by the balance of power in the Cosa. The majority of the Cosa does not want new
elections - they want Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM.
> This is unfair, since it doesn't give time to the King to appoint Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
> as PM, now that he controls the Cosâ.
Hear, hear!
>
>
>
>

This is unfair to Mximo Carbonèlwho is pictured as a coward,
afraid of giving power to Jeff in the Cosâ, preparing his time to fight
in the next election for regaining that power, since he feels that he can win
that next election.

Maxime could do a lot to repair his own damaged image by gracefully accepting this and preparing to fight the next, regularly scheduled,
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election.
> Maxime, you have a positive VOC,
Which makes dissolution of the Cosa a particularly odd move.
>
Don't disolve the Cosâ, we still have work to do

HEAR HEAR!!!

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6795.0.html
The Ball is in Ben's cort... (Witt X 6795), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 24, 2003 - 09:57. Viewed 51 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
The Majority of the Cosâ in now in a ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Jeff as Prime-minister.
Once it will be confirmed that Ken Velméir DID ask me those seats,
Here is a list of options :
1 - The King can disolve the Cosâ and call an electio
2 - This King can refuse to disolve the Cosâ and keep Maxime as PM. The VOC will fail, and
we will have an election after the next clark. in that case, we will have a TOTALLY non functional
Cosâ.
3 - The King can do the right thing and nominate Jeff as Prime-Minister and have a totally functional
Cosâ in the next clark.
In the third option he will be able to propose Chirisch Cavéir as cort justice and
even possibly someone to replace John John as Justice.
I am pretty sure the new coalition will be able to garantee that Cavéir will not
be DPM ( and thus future PM )
We are still discussing who the next DPM will be, but we agree in advance to let
Ben know of our choice before he assigns Jeff as PM.
As such, he will know FOR SURE who would be the next PM once Jeff steps out.
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The Ball is in Ben's cort...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:57

• RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 24, 2003 - 11:56
Parent message
The Ball is in Ben's cort...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:57

RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE (Witt X 6807), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 24, 2003 - 11:56. Viewed 46 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
I will need to see the exact text of this decision and the legal reasoning behind it before we can proceed.
> The Majority of the Cosâ in now in a ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Jeff as Prime-minister.
No, it is not. Under the Organic Law, the King must ask someone to form a government. Nobody else can do so. Mximo Carbonèlis Seneschál.
> Once it will be confirmed that Ken Velméir DID ask me those seats,
Martì-Páir, will you please forward Ken's phone number to me, as I requested?
> In the third option he will be able to propose Chirisch Cavéir as cort justice
Because of his conduct over the past month, there is now no conceivable scenario under which Chirisch Cavéir will ever serve as a Cort
Justice in the Kingdom of Talossa.
> I am pretty sure the new coalition will be able to garantee that Cavéir will not
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> be DPM ( and thus future PM )
I will be meeting with Justice Metáiriâ tomorrow to discuss a possible grand compromise along these grounds, a compromise which, if internal
reports from the PC are accurate, will be pleasing to all sides.
> As such, he will know FOR SURE who would be the next PM once Jeff steps out.
The exact nature of the government is still in legal flux. As I stated above, Mximo Carbonèlis the Seneschál of Talossa. The composition of a
future government is not settled. For my part, I believe that returning to the status quo ante and appointing Quedéir Castiglhâ, as
representative of the plurality party, would be the best option if the Cort's decision on the ZPT seats is legal.
For this legal manoeuvre to be perceived as just, it must result in an all-party government.
However, absolutely nothing is final on this front, or any front, until I speak with Justice Metáiriâ, with Ken Velméir , and with Seneschál
Carbonèl.
I am eager for a compromise to end this pointless bickering, but a compromise is something in which both sides make concessions.
King Robert I
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o IM's Response
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
November 24, 2003 - 15:18
Parent message
• RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 24, 2003 - 11:56
IM's Response (Witt X 6818), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on November 24, 2003 - 15:18. Viewed 38 times.
User Info
Text
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
Group: friends
(990 posts total)
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> > The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
>
> I will need to see the exact text of this decision and the legal reasoning behind it before we can proceed.
Well...M-P isn't quite correct here, I'm afraid. All I can say is that we discussed this matter over the phone recently. He explained what he
was going to do and asked my opinion, not for a "ruling" of any sort. I gave him my opinion, and emphatically stated that there is no formal
Cort ruling on this matter as we have not even discussed it amongst ourselves!
Secondly, we would not be taking it up unless someone sued someone. That hasn't happened.
As of now, the SoS made what he believes to be a perfectly legal action regarding the 7 ZPT seats. Whether or not this matters much
anymore given what's going on remains to be seen, but the bottom line is: no Cort ruling one way or t'other.
> > The Majority of the Cosâ in now in a ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Jeff as Prime-minister.
>
> No, it is not. Under the Organic Law, the King must ask someone to form a government. Nobody else can do so. Mximo Carbonèlis
Seneschál.
Nice little clause there, hey? ;-) Actually, the King is correct here. The real crisis would come when Ken tried to vote with the seats, and so
did Gary! The SoS would, I presume, count them as he has decided to count them after talking to Ken and that would be where someone
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sues someone I am sure! But, as I said, this may be moot anyway.
> > In the third option he will be able to propose Chirisch Cavéir as cort justice
>
> Because of his conduct over the past month, there is now no conceivable scenario under which Chirisch Cavéir will ever serve as a Cort
Justice in the Kingdom of Talossa.
How about the scenario where you are no longer King? ;-)
OK, bad joke.
> I will be meeting with Justice Metáiriâ tomorrow to discuss a possible grand compromise along these grounds, a compromise which, if
internal reports from the PC are accurate, will be pleasing to all sides.
Does that "all" include the Greys? :-) Thought not. WSAS.
>
> However, absolutely nothing is final on this front, or any front, until I speak with Justice Metáiriâ, with Ken Velméir , and with Seneschál
Carbonèl.
In that order of importance. ;-)
>
> I am eager for a compromise to end this pointless bickering, but a compromise is something in which both sides make concessions.
>
> King Robert I
Well, such is the nature of compromise, but as I said, WSAS.
Johannes, Die Stimme des Herrn
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RE: IM's Response
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 25, 2003 - 09:23
Parent message
o IM's Response
Leonard Pinth-Garnell

November 24, 2003 - 15:18

RE: IM's Response (Witt X 6838), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 25, 2003 - 09:23. Viewed 25 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> > > The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
>>
> > I will need to see the exact text of this decision and the legal reasoning behind it before we can proceed.
>
> Well...M-P isn't quite correct here, I'm afraid. All I can say is that we discussed this matter over the phone recently. He explained what he
was going to do and asked my opinion, not for a "ruling" of any sort. I gave him my opinion, and emphatically stated that there is no formal
Cort ruling on this matter as we have not even discussed it amongst ourselves!
That does clear up a lot of the confusion--thanks!
Ben
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o RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 12:06
Parent message
• RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 24, 2003 - 11:56

RE: OFFICIAL: ROYAL RESPONSE (Witt X 6810), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 12:06. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> > The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
>
> I will need to see the exact text of this decision and the legal reasoning behind it before we can proceed.
As Opposition Leader, I will concur that this is a reasonable request from the King.
> > The Majority of the Cosâ in now in a ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Jeff as Prime-minister.
>
> No, it is not. Under the Organic Law, the King must ask someone to form a government. Nobody else can do so. Mximo Carbonèlis
Seneschál.
Be that as it may, I will remind the King that Talossa has no tradition of minority government. Mximo Carbonèlis opposed by a majority of the
Cosa, so I ask the King to consider honoring the will of the majority and appoint Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM.
> I will be meeting with Justice Metáiriâ tomorrow to discuss a possible grand compromise along these grounds, a compromise which, if
internal reports from the PC are accurate, will be pleasing to all sides.
A grand compromise that is pleasing to all sides would, of course, be something that we could all support.

Mic’háglh Pop
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Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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• RE: The Ball is in Ben's cort...
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 10:04
Parent message
The Ball is in Ben's cort...
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 24, 2003 - 09:57

RE: The Ball is in Ben's cort... (Witt X 6798), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 10:04. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Citizen #20:
Martí- Paìr Furxhéir
> The Cort confirmed that the 6 seats CAN be reassigned to Ken.
Hear, hear!
> The Majority of the Cosâ in now in a ZPT-GCP-PC coalition, with Jeff as Prime-minister.
Please honor the will of the Cosa. The majority in the Cosa does not want new elections, they want Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM.
> Once it will be confirmed that Ken Velméir DID ask me those seats,
>
> Here is a list of options :
>
> 1 - The King can disolve the Cosâ and call an electio
Thus flip-flopping from the Black Hand's earleir position that new elections were not necessary - demonstraing the MN will change positions
for political expediency
> 2 - This King can refuse to disolve the Cosâ and keep Maxime as PM.
Which would go against Talossan tradition. As the Black Hand was so fond of telling us, Talossa has NO tradition of minority government. That
was the justification given for ousting Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, consistancy demands that the same rules are used now, to honor the will of the
Cosa.
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> The VOC will fail, and
> we will have an election after the next clark. in that case, we will have a TOTALLY non functional
> Cosâ.
And will waste 2 months that could otherwise be productive.
> 3 - The King can do the right thing and nominate Jeff as Prime-Minister and have a totally functional Cosâ in the next clark.
The Opposition formally calls on King Robert I to honor the will of the Cosa and do just that.
> In the third option he will be able to propose Chirisch Cavéir as cort justice and even possibly someone to replace John John as Justice.
>
> I am pretty sure the new coalition will be able to garantee that Cavéir will not be DPM ( and thus future PM )
If Chirisch Cavéir is elevated to the Cort, he will not be eligible for the DPM-ship. Thus removing the entire source of contention that led the
Black Hand into starting the Halloween Crisis in the first place.
> We are still discussing who the next DPM will be, but we agree in advance to let
> Ben know of our choice before he assigns Jeff as PM.
> As such, he will know FOR SURE who would be the next PM once Jeff steps out.
This is acceptable to the Opposition. Is it now acceptable to the King?
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6799.0.html
REPOST: Pope on the Black Hand's problem (Witt X 6799), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 11:19. Viewed 44 times.
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Mic’háglh Pop
Initially posted on Friday, 11-21
> Frankly, whether or not Ben does return, I daresay Max's days are numbered. His inability to lead and the fact that there are more active
Talossans energized against him than for him should be rather telling.
I was thinking about that this morning. The fundamental problem the Black Hand had was to mistake their electoral strength for political
strength.
The fact is that a disproportionate percentage of Black Hand voters are inactive, unengaged citizens who essentially vote for whichever party
Ben is in, and then pay Talossa no further heed until the next election.
Because there are so many of these voters, the Black Hand ended up as the largest single party. The problem is that this support at the
election polls does not translate into real political strength, as the majority of MN supporters don't participate in Talossa.
Thus, while on paper it would appear that Maxime had a majority of Talossans behind him, in practice that was never the case. The majority
of active, engaged citizens have always been against the idea of appointing him PM, and that is why the Opposition has been so united in
their objections to the Black Hand.
If the Black Hand continues as a party, and are led by Rôibeard Donatüs, they ought to keep this in mind. Their electoral strength gives them
tactical advantages - allows them to participate in selecting the makeup of the Government, or gives them clout to pass particular bills. But to
try to actually run the government is a fatal overreach, as the majority of active Talossan citizens do not support them, their vision, or their
pretension to be a popular movement.
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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REPOST: Pope on the Black Hand's problem
Mic’háglh Pop

November 24, 2003 - 11:19

• REPOST: Madison responds to Pope
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 11:20
Parent message
REPOST: Pope on the Black Hand's problem
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 11:19
REPOST: Madison responds to Pope (Witt X 6800), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 11:20. Viewed 31 times.
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Initially posted 11-22
> The fact is that a disproportionate percentage of Black Hand voters are inactive, unengaged citizens who essentially vote for whichever
party Ben is in, and then pay Talossa no further heed until the next election.
If you people would pay as much attention to keeping in touch with old friends as I do, this wouldn't be a problem.
Another thing, is (except from Matthias, who I will admit has been consistent on this issue, even though he's wrong :-) that we never heard a
peep of complaints out of the PC during all the years that the so-called 'pocket votes' voted to keep you in power against the Left. And that
applies as well in the January 2003 election where a small majority of the 'inactive' vote went for the PC over the MN.
Complaining about the voters is the sign of a sore loser.
Ben
Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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o Pope replies to Madison
Mic’háglh Pop

Parent message
• REPOST: Madison responds to Pope
Mic’háglh Pop

November 24, 2003 - 11:21

November 24, 2003 - 11:20

Pope replies to Madison (Witt X 6801), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 11:21. Viewed 32 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Citizen #1:
Mic’háglh Pop
>> The fact is that a disproportionate percentage of Black Hand voters are inactive, unengaged citizens who essentially vote for whichever
party Ben is in, and then pay Talossa no further heed until the next election.
> Another thing, is (except from Matthias, who I will admit has been consistent on this issue, even though he's wrong :-) that we never heard
a peep of complaints out of the PC during all the years that the so-called 'pocket votes' voted to keep you in power against the Left. And that
applies as well in the January 2003 election where a small majority of the 'inactive' vote went for the PC over the MN.
This is beside the point. When I was PM, the PC consistantly got the majority of votes of active voters as well as of inactive voters. By
contrast, the overwhelming majority of Black Hand voters are inactve voters. This disproportionality is the root of the Black Hand's problem.
You'll notice I refrained from using the loaded term "pocket voter".
> Complaining about the voters is the sign of a sore loser.
I wasn't complaining about the voters. There was no value judgement at all here - just the simple observation that, for the Black Hand Party,
strength at the polls is almost entirely due to support from inactive citizens, hence the Black Hand Party does not have the kind of real
political strength other parties have. The majority of PC and GCP supporters are online and active, and will back up the policies of these
parties. The majority of Black Hand supporters have no stake in, and no interest in, what happens in Talossa, and cannot be relied upon to
back up the Black Hand's policies.
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Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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MN's illegitimate nature
Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 13:51
Parent message
o Pope replies to Madison
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 11:21
MN's illegitimate nature (Witt X 6861), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:51. Viewed 30 times.
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
Mic’háglh Pop
> > Another thing, is (except from Matthias, who I will admit has been consistent on this issue, even though he's wrong :-) that we never
heard a peep of complaints out of the PC during all the years that the so-called 'pocket votes' voted to keep you in power against the Left.
And that applies as well in the January 2003 election where a small majority of the 'inactive' vote went for the PC over the MN.
>
> This is beside the point. When I was PM, the PC consistantly got the majority of votes of active voters as well as of inactive voters. By
contrast, the overwhelming majority of Black Hand voters are inactve voters. This disproportionality is the root of the Black Hand's problem.
Precisely. That and Ben's inability to see that there is a world beyond his little nucleus.
> > Complaining about the voters is the sign of a sore loser.
>
> I wasn't complaining about the voters. There was no value judgement at all here - just the simple observation that, for the Black Hand
Party, strength at the polls is almost entirely due to support from inactive citizens, hence the Black Hand Party does not have the kind of real
political strength other parties have. The majority of PC and GCP supporters are online and active, and will back up the policies of these
parties. The majority of Black Hand supporters have no stake in, and no interest in, what happens in Talossa, and cannot be relied upon to
back up the Black Hand's policies.
Exactly! Ask a Black hand voter's opinion of Mximo Carbonèlas PM or Ben's renunication... odds are they've never heard of either.
Ben can say that in other countries people remained as informed as they want to remain. But in Talossa, where the population is much
smaller, the level of participation and interest in the political goings-on should be much greater. This is simple group dynamics here. By
propping up himself under the bodies of the uninformed and uninterested, the cloud of illegitimacy hangs around the MN, whether Ben wants
to admit it or not.
--------------Go fuck yourself.
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Grubi grow up!
[Marc Môisi]November 25, 2003 - 15:57
Parent message

MN's illegitimate nature

Justice dal Navâ

November 25, 2003 - 13:51

Grubi grow up! (Witt X 6865), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 25, 2003 - 15:57. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #1:
Mic’háglh Pop
> Go fuck yourself.
This is so uncall for. And you wonder why some oppose you as DPM. Grow Up!
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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Marc-- Think before you speak.
Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 16:06
Parent message

Grubi grow up!

[Marc Môisi]

November 25, 2003 - 15:57

Marc-- Think before you speak. (Witt X 6867), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 16:06. Viewed 25 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
Citizen #1:
Mic’háglh Pop
> > Go fuck yourself.
>
> This is so uncall for. And you wonder why some oppose you as DPM. Grow Up!
Marc -That's my SIGNATURE. It means nothing. It's automatic. It was not pointed at anyone in particular.
Get a grip.

--------------Go fuck yourself.
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[Marc Môisi]November 25, 2003 - 16:20
Parent message

RE: Marc-- Think before you speak.

Marc-- Think before you speak.

Justice dal Navâ

November 25, 2003 - 16:06

RE: Marc-- Think before you speak. (Witt X 6868), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 25, 2003 - 16:20. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Citizen #1:
Mic’háglh Pop
>
> Marc ->
> That's my SIGNATURE. It means nothing. It's automatic. It was not pointed at anyone in particular.
>
> Get a grip.
I shouldn't have to read this, signature or not.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6802.0.html
Still? *sigh* (Witt X 6802), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 24, 2003 - 11:37. Viewed 72 times.
User Info
Text
[Tomás Gariçéir]
Group: DELETED
(391 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
I'm disheartened to see that things are still as messed-up as ever, with no signs of abatance. :-(
If there are new elections, I will not be voting. At this point I would rather have a strike over my head than participate in this madness.
Tomás Gariçéir
______________
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy.
Still? *sigh*
[Tomás Gariçéir]
November 24, 2003 - 11:37

• RE: Still? *sigh*
Mic’háglh Pop
o RE: Compromise in sight?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Justice dal Navâ

November 24, 2003 - 11:41
November 24, 2003 - 12:02

RE: Compromise in sight?
De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

November 24, 2003 - 14:26

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Justice dal Navâ

November 24, 2003 - 15:33
November 25, 2003 - 13:45
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RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Lisa Cavéir

November 24, 2003 - 15:41
RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Mic’háglh Pop

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Justice dal Navâ

November 24, 2003 - 15:47
November 25, 2003 - 13:31

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Lisa Cavéir

November 24, 2003 - 15:57
RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Justice dal Navâ

November 24, 2003 - 15:42
November 25, 2003 - 13:33

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Lisa Cavéir
Mic’háglh Pop

November 24, 2003 - 15:45
RE: Compromise in sight?
RE: Compromise in sight?

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 24, 2003 - 12:12
November 25, 2003 - 09:19

It is a lie... Why do you insult people like this ?
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 10:07
RE: Thanks
Wait a minute...

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 25, 2003 - 11:13
November 25, 2003 - 12:09

RE: How about this, instead?
[Dixhêt Conâ]
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 24, 2003 - 22:09
RE: How about this, instead?
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November 25, 2003 - 09:24
[Dixhêt Conâ]

Give *me* a chance to react, here!
I didn't have your e-mail... Ask Ben for the...

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
[Dixhêt Conâ]

November 25, 2003 - 18:04
November 25, 2003 - 21:11

RE: I have it, but still playing phone t...
November 26, 2003 - 21:02

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

What is this crap ????
RE: Double-standard

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Justice dal Navâ

November 25, 2003 - 10:09
November 25, 2003 - 11:17

BEn lies and lies some more.
November 25, 2003 - 13:28

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

RE: Double-standard
RE: Double-standard

[Marc Môisi]
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 25, 2003 - 12:07
November 25, 2003 - 16:02

RE: Double-standard
November 25, 2003 - 12:25
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Still? *sigh* (Witt X 6802), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 24, 2003 - 11:37. Viewed 73 times.
User Info
Text
[Tomás Gariçéir]
Group: DELETED
(391 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
I'm disheartened to see that things are still as messed-up as ever, with no signs of abatance. :-(
If there are new elections, I will not be voting. At this point I would rather have a strike over my head than participate in this madness.
Tomás Gariçéir
______________
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy.
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Still? *sigh*
[Tomás Gariçéir]

November 24, 2003 - 11:37

• RE: Still? *sigh*
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 11:41
Parent message
Still? *sigh*
[Tomás Gariçéir]

November 24, 2003 - 11:37

RE: Still? *sigh* (Witt X 6803), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 11:41. Viewed 36 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
Be of good cheer, Tomas - a possible end to this is in sight.
If the King honors the will of the majority of the Cosa and appoints Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h as PM, we can get started on working to re-unify the
nationette. With Chris nominated for the Uppermost Cort, the Coalition would need to select a new Deputy Seneschál, so the one stumbling
block that the Black Hand had with Jeff (assuming they were being honest) is now a moot issue.

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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o RE: Compromise in sight?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 24, 2003 - 12:02
Parent message
• RE: Still? *sigh*
Mic’háglh Pop
November 24, 2003 - 11:41
RE: Compromise in sight? (Witt X 6808), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 24, 2003 - 12:02. Viewed 43 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> With Chris nominated for the Uppermost Cort,
Chirisch Cavéir will never be nominated for the Uppermost Cort. Over the past month, I have given him every opportunity to demonstrate
that his personal conduct is worthy of the most powerful position in the land. It is not. There will be no nomination of Cavéir to the Cort, ever,
until the end of time, so long as I am Head of State. So the whole point is moot.
On all other issues, I am willing to compromise. And compromise involves BOTH sides making concessions for it to work.
Ben
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RE: Compromise in sight?
Justice dal NavâNovember 24, 2003 - 14:26
Parent message
o RE: Compromise in sight?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 24, 2003 - 12:02

RE: Compromise in sight? (Witt X 6816), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 24, 2003 - 14:26. Viewed 36 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > With Chris nominated for the Uppermost Cort,
>
> Chirisch Cavéir will never be nominated for the Uppermost Cort. Over the past month, I have given him every opportunity to demonstrate
that his personal conduct is worthy of the most powerful position in the land. It is not. There will be no nomination of Cavéir to the Cort, ever,
until the end of time, so long as I am Head of State.
Then we'll have to do something about that.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 24, 2003 - 15:33
Parent message

RE: Compromise in sight?

Justice dal Navâ

November 24, 2003 - 14:26

De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6819), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 24, 2003 - 15:33. Viewed 50 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
> Then we'll have to do something about that.
True confession: in a hot-headed moment in the wee-hours of the morning, I brought up the subject of dethronement to my party
compatriots who quickly shot me down. I quickly shot myself down as well.
Chris, if you are for calling forth the processes of dethroning the King, you are fighting alone.
Jeff
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RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 13:45
Parent message

De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

November 24, 2003 - 15:33

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6860), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:45. Viewed 19 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > Then we'll have to do something about that.
>
> True confession: in a hot-headed moment in the wee-hours of the morning, I brought up the subject of dethronement to my party
compatriots who quickly shot me down. I quickly shot myself down as well.
When?
> Chris, if you are for calling forth the processes of dethroning the King, you are fighting alone.
Why is the dismantling of the monarchy such a horrible idea? Isn't that part of the evolution of nations? From monarchies to republics?
Or are we so afraid of a Talossa without King Ben that we're willing to let him trample over anyone and anything he wants to? Are you going
to forget his threats to remove citizens? WHY IS THIS ACCEPTABLE?
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Rischâ CavéirNovember 24, 2003 - 15:41
Parent message
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
November 24, 2003 - 15:33

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6820), posted by Lisa Cavéir on November 24, 2003 - 15:41. Viewed 41 times.
User Info
Text
Lisa Cavéir
Group: citizens
(131 posts total)
(last post: August 02, 2005 - 21:10)
I sincerely hope that no one wants to see Chris driven out either...in the name of compromise.
Lisa
Rischâ Scovaglh
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Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 15:47
Parent message

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Lisa Cavéir

November 24, 2003 - 15:41

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6823), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 15:47. Viewed 38 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
> I sincerely hope that no one wants to see Chris driven out either...in the name of compromise.
That will not happen. Period.

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 13:31
Parent message

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Mic’háglh Pop

November 24, 2003 - 15:47

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6855), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:31. Viewed 20 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > I sincerely hope that no one wants to see Chris driven out either...in the name of compromise.
>
> That will not happen. Period.
I certainly hope it won't.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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Rischâ CavéirNovember 24, 2003 - 15:57
Parent message
Mic’háglh Pop

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
November 24, 2003 - 15:47

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6824), posted by Lisa Cavéir on November 24, 2003 - 15:57. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Lisa Cavéir
Group: citizens
(131 posts total)
(last post: August 02, 2005 - 21:10)
Just so you guys know...I really didn't think that was anybody (except Ben's) intent, but it's still good to get confrimation, especially for
Chris's sake. I think Chris is concerned that Talossans will give in to the whims of the King and leave him (Chris) to fall by the wayside. BTW,
his concerns are the result of many other things that have happened in his life and how he feels about himself, not how he feels about any of
you guys to be sure.
- Lisa
Rischâ Scovaglh
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RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 24, 2003 - 15:42
Parent message

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

Lisa Cavéir

November 24, 2003 - 15:41

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6821), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 24, 2003 - 15:42. Viewed 34 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
> I sincerely hope that no one wants to see Chris driven out either...in the name of compromise.
Don't worry. THAT is NOT the intent!
Jeff
>
> Lisa
> Rischâ Scovaglh
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Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 13:33
Parent message
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
November 24, 2003 - 15:42

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6856), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:33. Viewed 19 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > I sincerely hope that no one wants to see Chris driven out either...in the name of compromise.
>
> Don't worry. THAT is NOT the intent!
The point is not the intent; the point is the result. Whenever Ben wants to marginalise someone, he gets away with it. That is the point.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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Rischâ CavéirNovember 24, 2003 - 15:45
Parent message
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!!
November 24, 2003 - 15:42

RE: De-throne Ben? No, no, NO!! (Witt X 6822), posted by Lisa Cavéir on November 24, 2003 - 15:45. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
Lisa Cavéir
Group: citizens
(131 posts total)
(last post: August 02, 2005 - 21:10)
I'm glad to hear that!
:-) Lisa
Rischâ Scovaglh
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RE: Compromise in sight?
Mic’háglh PopNovember 24, 2003 - 12:12
Parent message
o RE: Compromise in sight?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 24, 2003 - 12:02

RE: Compromise in sight? (Witt X 6811), posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 24, 2003 - 12:12. Viewed 44 times.
User Info
Text
Mic’háglh Pop
Group: citizens
(2299 posts total)
(last post: July 19, 2005 - 16:46)
> On all other issues, I am willing to compromise. And compromise involves BOTH sides making concessions for it to work.
We are willing to discuss a compromise, but the first condition must be the replacement of Mximo Carbonèlwith Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h.
Maxime does not have the support of the majority of the Cosa, while Jeff does. (Your desire to verify this with Cort members is, of course, a
reasonable one.)

Mic’háglh Pop
Opposition Leader
President, Progressive Conservative Party
National Archivist
Publisher, Talossan National News
Hipster Doofus
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!"
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RE: Compromise in sight?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 25, 2003 - 09:19
Parent message
Mic’háglh Pop

RE: Compromise in sight?
November 24, 2003 - 12:12

RE: Compromise in sight? (Witt X 6837), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 25, 2003 - 09:19. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> We are willing to discuss a compromise, but the first condition must be the replacement of Mximo Carbonèlwith Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h.
Maxime does not have the support of the majority of the Cosa, while Jeff does. (Your desire to verify this with Cort members is, of course, a
reasonable one.)
More important to me is to verify things with Ken Velméir , but Martì-Páir has pointedly refused to give me Velméir 's phone number to
confirm that this alleged transaction actually took place, and what the actual terms of it were.
Ben
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It is a lie... Why do you insult people like this ?
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 25, 2003 - 10:07
Parent message

RE: Compromise in sight?

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 09:19

It is a lie... Why do you insult people like this ? (Witt X 6841), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 25, 2003 - 10:07. Viewed 25
times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> More important to me is to verify things with Ken Velméir , but Martì-Páir has pointedly refused to give me Velméir 's phone number to
confirm
I NEVER REFUSED.
I said the phone number was at work, and that I would give it to you Monday.
Only, I didn't have time at work, so I sent it to you a few minutes ago.
Stop thinking Ben that everyone is out to get you or is lying to you.
I am personally insuslted by the venom you spit on me : first you accuse me of lying, and then of refusing to give you his phone number even
thought I told you I didn't have it with me.
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RE: Thanks
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 25, 2003 - 11:13
Parent message

It is a lie... Why do you insult people like this ?

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 25, 2003 - 10:07

RE: Thanks (Witt X 6843), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 25, 2003 - 11:13. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> I am personally insuslted by the venom you spit on me : first you accuse me of lying, and then of refusing to give you his phone number
even thought I told you I didn't have it with me.
Today is *Tuesday,* is it not? We spoke on Saturday.
At any rate, you have now sent me (and Gary) the number, and I thank you for it.
Ben
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Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 25, 2003 - 12:09
Parent message

Wait a minute...

RE: Thanks

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 11:13

Wait a minute... (Witt X 6847), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 25, 2003 - 12:09. Viewed 25 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> Today is *Tuesday,* is it not? We spoke on Saturday.
I told you on the phone that the number was at work

I didn't work on Sunday, so the sooner would have been Monday.
I forgot Monday. I gave it to you this morning.
>
> At any rate, you have now sent me (and Gary) the number, and I thank you for it.
I accept the thanks, but I will hold you for the apologies :
one for insuniating I was delaying the distribution
one for calling me a liar
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RE: How about this, instead?
[Dixhêt Conâ]November 24, 2003 - 22:09
Parent message

RE: Compromise in sight?

Mic’háglh Pop

November 24, 2003 - 12:12

RE: How about this, instead? (Witt X 6830), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 24, 2003 - 22:09. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
[Dixhêt Conâ]
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
It was stated at the outset that if Maxime didn't work out, he could -- possibly -- resign in my favor.
Would this be acceptable to the Opposition?
I seem to recall statements from your side to the effect that I would have been less controversial as PM in the first place. Do you stand by
that?
If -- *IF* -- this were to come to pass, it would certainly be helpful if I had an experienced Deputy.
But this becomes impossible if Ken yanks the ZPT seats out from under me. If he & I ever get a chance to talk, maybe we can settle it
between us. That is my hope at least.
This also becomes moot if the MN decides to dissolve the Cosa. I hope to avoid that as well.
=== Gary ===
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RE: How about this, instead?
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 25, 2003 - 09:24
Parent message
[Dixhêt Conâ]

RE: How about this, instead?
November 24, 2003 - 22:09

RE: How about this, instead? (Witt X 6839), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 25, 2003 - 09:24. Viewed 25 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> But this becomes impossible if Ken yanks the ZPT seats out from under me. If he & I ever get a chance to talk, maybe we can settle it
between us. That is my hope at least.
Has Martì-Páir not given you Ken's number? He hasn't given me Ken's number. One is left wondering about things.
Ben
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[Dixhêt Conâ]November 25, 2003 - 18:04
Parent message

Give *me* a chance to react, here!

RE: How about this, instead?

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 09:24

Give *me* a chance to react, here! (Witt X 6871), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 25, 2003 - 18:04. Viewed 21 times.
User Info
Text
[Dixhêt Conâ]
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
I'll be checking my email now.
THANK YOU, M-P! :-> :-> :->
Chill out, Ben! I'm on it. :-)
=== Gary ===
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Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 25, 2003 - 21:11
Parent message

I didn't have your e-mail... Ask Ben for the...

Give *me* a chance to react, here!

[Dixhêt Conâ]

November 25, 2003 - 18:04

I didn't have your e-mail... Ask Ben for the number ! (Witt X 6876), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 25, 2003 - 21:11. Viewed
17 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
Sorry, I e-mailed Ben, but I didn't have YOUR e-mail
handy...
Send me an e-mail to : webmaster[at]talossa.net and I will reply tomorrow with the number...
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[Dixhêt Conâ]November 26, 2003 - 21:02
Parent message
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

RE: I have it, but still playing phone t...

I didn't have your e-mail... Ask Ben for the...
November 25, 2003 - 21:11

RE: I have it, but still playing phone tag w/ Ken [no text] (Witt X 6903), posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 26, 2003 - 21:02. Viewed
11 times.
User Info
Text
[Dixhêt Conâ]
Group: DELETED
(126 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
=== Gary ===
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What is this crap ????
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 25, 2003 - 10:09
Parent message

RE: How about this, instead?

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 09:24

What is this crap ???? (Witt X 6842), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 25, 2003 - 10:09. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> Has Martì-Páir not given you Ken's number? He hasn't given me Ken's number. One is left wondering about things.
why do you do this Ben ???
the phone number was at work, and I had a VERY busy yesterday, so it slipped my mind.
Why do you assumed people are covering up and lying to you ???
Why do you insult people like this ?
The phone number is now in your email box.
( or should be ). Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h was CCed since he is the one who reminded me about it.
A simply e-mail : "hi Martin, did you forget to give me his phone number" woudl have reminded me...
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[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 25, 2003 - 11:17
Parent message

RE: Double-standard

What is this crap ????

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 25, 2003 - 10:09

RE: Double-standard (Witt X 6844), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 25, 2003 - 11:17. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> > One is left wondering about things.
> Why do you insult people like this?
Why do you say nothing when Chirisch Cavéir calls my wife a 'whore', but you complain when I say "one is left wondering about things"?
When your responses are that much out of harmony, when you refuse to see the board sticking out of your own eye (or that of the
Opposition, collectively) and instead concentrate on the speck in my eye (or that of the Government, collectively), then there is no reason to
believe your outrage is honest. Instead, it just looks like American-style politics as usual, and that's not good for Talossa.
Ben
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Justice dal NavâNovember 25, 2003 - 13:28
Parent message

BEn lies and lies some more.

RE: Double-standard

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 11:17

BEn lies and lies some more. (Witt X 6853), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:28. Viewed 19 times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
> > > One is left wondering about things.
>
> > Why do you insult people like this?
>
> Why do you say nothing when Chirisch Cavéir calls my wife a 'whore', but you complain when I say "one is left wondering about things"?
No-one called your wife a "whore". The remark I made was in reference to you as a pimp and your devout, unquestioning supporters as
whores.
Since I also accuse you of being whipped, it seems logically incongruous to accuse you of being the whipper.
Kind of like your bizarre "They kicked you out of the PC that you destroyed!" argument.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
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Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.November 25, 2003 - 12:07
Parent message

RE: Double-standard

RE: Double-standard

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 25, 2003 - 11:17

RE: Double-standard (Witt X 6846), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on November 25, 2003 - 12:07. Viewed 28 times.
User Info
Text
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.
Group: admins
(1790 posts total)
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55)
> > > One is left wondering about things.
>
> > Why do you insult people like this?
>
> Why do you say nothing when Chirisch Cavéir calls my wife a 'whore', but you complain when I say "one is left wondering about things"?
>
I am not entering that debate... when Grubi said Ben's little 'ho he was not referring to your wife, but rather to Maxime because he is
convinced that Maxime will do everything YOU ask him to do, rather than forming his own opinions. He think Maxime is a puppet in your
hands, hence the term Ho.
Not that it excuses anything. He shouldn't have said it, and he should have made it clear he was talking about Maxime.
Like I said to you on the phone, both you and Grubi acted like assholes when you both called names.
And for the records, Amy also called Grubi names, terrible names ( "You are the scum of the Earth" ).
This is not right from any of you. I did not personally condemn your name calling more than Grubi's, and if I did, I appologize.
But you were both wrong.
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But me not denouncing Grubi or you for personnal attacks doesn't justify your actions agaisn't me either.
When you say "the opposition" you put all eggs in the same basket.
Did I or didn't I try to talk to you to calm things down during the crisis ?
I did the same to Grubi, asking him to refrain from personal attacks.
Neither of you listened to me, and now citizens are leaving because they are tired of the fighting.
I even talked to Mic’háglh Pop this week-end on the phone when he called me and made quite clear that the PC doesn't support personal
attacks.
Both you and Grubi should be ashamed of what you said, but that is not the point here.
I didn't bring in that.
You did.
All I am saying is:
why are you attacking ME on Wittenberg ?
Why did I do personally to deserve this attack on my reputation ?
Did I ever say on Wittenberg you lied when you claimed Ivanâ Vitxalmoûr voted for the MN ? NO ! Because I believe you.
But as soon as I declare I spoke to Ken about his seats, you assume I am lying.
I don't like what this says about me, and I want an apology.

BUT, I will be kind, you can wait until you talk to Ken before apologizing and confirm my story.
It hurts me, and I don't like hurting. I have always tried in my life to be as honest as possible, and in my role as SoS to be as non-partisan as
possible.
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RE: Double-standard
[Marc Môisi]November 25, 2003 - 16:02
Parent message
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

RE: Double-standard
November 25, 2003 - 12:07

RE: Double-standard (Witt X 6866), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 25, 2003 - 16:02. Viewed 18 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> It hurts me, and I don't like hurting. I have always tried in my life to be as honest as possible, and in my role as SoS to be as non-partisan
as possible.
Hum!
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 25, 2003 - 12:25
Parent message

RE: Double-standard

RE: Double-standard

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.

November 25, 2003 - 12:07

RE: Double-standard (Witt X 6848), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 25, 2003 - 12:25. Viewed 21 times.
User Info
Text
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h
Group: citizens
(3003 posts total)
(last post: October 22, 2007 - 10:51)
> It hurts me, and I don't like hurting. I have always tried in my life to be as honest as possible, and in my role as SoS to be as non-partisan
as possible.
M-P, you have succeeded on all counts.
Jeff
>
>
>
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6829.0.html
PM office (Witt X 6829), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl] on November 24, 2003 - 22:03. Viewed 30 times.
User Info
Text
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
Group: DELETED
(148 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
I'm back from work. Do you WORK GUYS???
Anyway, according to the SoS and the cort. The ZPT-GCP-PC got a majority.
I wait to see what will be the final decision of the king. Name a new PM or not. This is a statu-quo position.
Maxime P-Carbonèl
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PM office
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 24, 2003 - 22:03

• RE: PM office
[Marc Môisi]
November 24, 2003 - 22:54
Parent message
PM office
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 24, 2003 - 22:03

RE: PM office (Witt X 6831), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 24, 2003 - 22:54. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Anyway, according to the SoS and the cort. The ZPT-GCP-PC got a majority.
Where do you get this from?
Read this post, this post and this post.
Also good reading the OrgLaw Art. XII Sec.3
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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o
[Marc Môisi]

Sorry Typo!
November 24, 2003 - 22:57

Parent message
• RE: PM office
[Marc Môisi]
November 24, 2003 - 22:54
Sorry Typo! (Witt X 6832), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 24, 2003 - 22:57. Viewed 19 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Also good reading the OrgLaw Art. XII Sec.3
I meant Art. VII Sec. 3 of course.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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Its late and I'm tired Ok
[Marc Môisi]November 24, 2003 - 22:59
Parent message
o Sorry Typo!
[Marc Môisi]

November 24, 2003 - 22:57

Its late and I'm tired Ok (Witt X 6833), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 24, 2003 - 22:59. Viewed 20 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> > Also good reading the OrgLaw Art. XII Sec.3
>
> I meant Art. VII Sec. 3 of course.
Just disregard this I was right the first time.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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RE: Its late and I'm tired Ok
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 25, 2003 - 01:51
Parent message
[Marc Môisi]

Its late and I'm tired Ok
November 24, 2003 - 22:59

RE: Its late and I'm tired Ok (Witt X 6836), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 25, 2003 - 01:51. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Don't you mean Article Eleventeen? ;-)
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6834.0.html
Further retirements, and how Talossa should be. (Witt X 6834), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 24, 2003 - 23:28. Viewed 57
times.
User Info
Text
[Tomás Gariçéir]
Group: DELETED
(391 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul, fellow Talossans,
As you know, I recently resigned all my political positions, namely the governorship of Atatürk Province, the Ministry of Culture, and my Cosâ
seats. However, that was not enough. I need to free myself even further.
Therefore, effective immediately, I am resigning as both Editor-in-Chief of Støtanneu and as Presedînt of CÚG, and I pass both of those hats
to R. Rôibeard Donatüs. In the event that Ben does not wish to perform either of those duties, he may appoint whoever he sees fit to those
offices.
I am also resigning my membership in the Grey Congress Party. I will not be affiliated with any political party whatsoever from now on, and I
shall not be voting in any elections from now on. Should I lose my head due to the Three Strikes Law, I shall appeal to King Robert I —
assuming he remains the Talossan head of state — for a Royal pardon. If such a pardon does not come and I lose my citizenship, so be it. I
will never renounce my Talossan citizenship, but if it is lost due to inactivity, I no longer care. I can enjoy the one and only aspect of Talossa
which gives me joy, namely the Talossan language, regardless of whether or not I am a Talossan citizen.
For as long as I remain a citizen of Talossa, I will retain two positions, however: I remain a member (though not an officer) of CÚG, and I
remain the maintainer of Talossa.com.
In closing, I wish to state one further thing: that the only Talossa which is acceptable to me, and the only Talossa which should be acceptable
to each and every other Talossan citizen, is one in which Rôibeard Donatüs sits on the throne and Chirisch Cavéir sits on the Uppermost Cort.
Nothing else will do. I leave it to you all to work out the details.
As always, anyone and everyone is welcome to contact me by email or telephone, but I will not be checking Wittenberg.
Aréivi à toct,
Tomás Gariçéir
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Further retirements, and how Talossa should be.
[Tomás Gariçéir]

November 24, 2003 - 23:28

• RE: Further retirements, and how Talossa should be.
Justice dal Navâ
November 25, 2003 - 13:40
Parent message
Further retirements, and how Talossa should be.
[Tomás Gariçéir]

November 24, 2003 - 23:28

RE: Further retirements, and how Talossa should be. (Witt X 6858), posted by Justice dal Navâ on November 25, 2003 - 13:40. Viewed 33
times.
User Info
Text
Justice dal Navâ
Group: admins
(5145 posts total)
(last post: October 20, 2007 - 17:58)
Check your email.
--------------Vote Grey Congress and stop feeling gobsmacked.
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6874.0.html
Maxime, Seneschal! (Witt X 6874), posted by [Albrec'ht] on November 25, 2003 - 20:15. Viewed 37 times.
User Info
Text
[Albrec'ht]
Group: DELETED
(95 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Wow, I come back to Witt after a few weeks and suddenly I see that Maxime is the PM of Talossa... Am I dreaming? I never thought I'd live to
see the day... :)
Albrec'ht
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Maxime, Seneschal!
[Albrec'ht]
UC

•

November 25, 2003 - 20:15

RE: Maxime, Seneschal!
November 26, 2003 - 07:38

Parent message
Maxime, Seneschal!
[Albrec'ht]

November 25, 2003 - 20:15

RE: Maxime, Seneschal! (Witt X 6877), posted by UC on November 26, 2003 - 07:38. Viewed 24 times.
User Info
Text
UC
Group: moderators
(346 posts total)
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39)
> Wow, I come back to Witt after a few weeks and suddenly I see that Maxime is the PM of Talossa... Am I dreaming?
The arguments on Witt have been quite nightmarish indeed.
> I never thought I'd live to see the day... :)
Just make sure you don't get caught in the cross-fire if you want to live a bit longer ;-)
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o RE: Trip to Cézembre
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 26, 2003 - 09:39
Parent message
• RE: Maxime, Seneschal!
UC
November 26, 2003 - 07:38
RE: Trip to Cézembre (Witt X 6878), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 26, 2003 - 09:39. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul, UC!
OK, here it is: Amy and I plan on taking the ferry from Portsmouth (England) to St Malo (France) on Sunday, 30 May 2004 and arriving St
Malo around 17:00. We will spend two nights in St Malo and we will visit Cézembre the next day: Monday, 31 May 2004.
If you can join us, that would be fantastic!
Ben
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RE: Trip to Cézembre
UCNovember 26, 2003 - 11:35
Parent message
o RE: Trip to Cézembre
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 26, 2003 - 09:39

RE: Trip to Cézembre (Witt X 6881), posted by UC on November 26, 2003 - 11:35. Viewed 18 times.
User Info
Text
UC
Group: moderators
(346 posts total)
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39)
> If you can join us, that would be fantastic!
I'll do my best. Time to dust off my old schoolbooks on French ;-)
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6885.0.html
JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ (Witt X 6885), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 26, 2003 13:08. Viewed 92 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
This arrived in my box from Justice Chêneþ T. Velméir , President of the ZPT, about five minutes ago.
Ben
********
********
To: R. Rôibeard Donatüs
From: Ken Velméir
Date: 26 November 2003
In my capacity as a member of the Cort, I issue the following ruling.
1) The Org Law clearly states that if seats are not assigned by the party which gained them in the election, then those seats are vacant.
Given the fact that I as the only person to have voted for the ZPT, and was unreachable to assign the seats, I find it acceptable given the Org
Law's existing provisions, that the SoS would assign those seats.
Furthermore, neither in the Org Law, nor in normal western democracies, can the leader of a party take away the voting rights of one person
who controls that party's seats, and assign those rights to another person. A party leader can kick someone out of a party, but once those
seats have been won, they are controled by that person until such time as that person chooses to relinquish them.
Talossa is slightly different in that one person may hold multiple seats in our legislative body. Some might argue that as long as a person has
at least one seat in the Cosa, the party leader can move the number of seats (read votes) between party members (or other citizens) as he or
she sees fit. Unfortunately, such a belief is inorganic. Since seats in the Cosa are votes, taking away seats from a person is taking away their
voting power, and the Org Law does not permit this.
This all being said, I find that I have no ability to take any seats away from Mr. Conâ and assign them to anyone else. These seats were
assigned in an organic manner, and there is no provision in the law which allows me to change that assignment.
- Justice Ken Velméir , Member of the Cort
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JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 26, 2003 - 13:08

•

RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
November 26, 2003 - 14:58

o

RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

•

November 26, 2003 - 18:39
musical chairs

Greg T.
November 26, 2003 - 14:41

o

RE: The old ways :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
November 28, 2003 - 17:56

o

RE: musical chairs
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
November 26, 2003 - 18:58
RE: musical chairs
[Marc Môisi]
November 26, 2003 - 19:24
RE: musical chairs
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
[Marc Môisi]
UC

November 26, 2003 - 19:52

o

RE: musical chairs

o

RE: musical chairs

November 26, 2003 - 16:28
November 26, 2003 - 14:52
RE: musical chairs

Greg T.
Greg T.

o

November 26, 2003 - 15:15
continuing the first sentence ...
November 26, 2003 - 14:50
flame-resistent suit !!

[Marc Môisi]
November 27, 2003 - 08:34
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Activate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ (Witt X 6885), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 26, 2003 13:08. Viewed 93 times.
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User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
This arrived in my box from Justice Chêneþ T. Velméir , President of the ZPT, about five minutes ago.
Ben
********
********
To: R. Rôibeard Donatüs
From: Ken Velméir
Date: 26 November 2003
In my capacity as a member of the Cort, I issue the following ruling.
1) The Org Law clearly states that if seats are not assigned by the party which gained them in the election, then those seats are vacant.
Given the fact that I as the only person to have voted for the ZPT, and was unreachable to assign the seats, I find it acceptable given the Org
Law's existing provisions, that the SoS would assign those seats.
Furthermore, neither in the Org Law, nor in normal western democracies, can the leader of a party take away the voting rights of one person
who controls that party's seats, and assign those rights to another person. A party leader can kick someone out of a party, but once those
seats have been won, they are controled by that person until such time as that person chooses to relinquish them.
Talossa is slightly different in that one person may hold multiple seats in our legislative body. Some might argue that as long as a person has
at least one seat in the Cosa, the party leader can move the number of seats (read votes) between party members (or other citizens) as he or
she sees fit. Unfortunately, such a belief is inorganic. Since seats in the Cosa are votes, taking away seats from a person is taking away their
voting power, and the Org Law does not permit this.
This all being said, I find that I have no ability to take any seats away from Mr. Conâ and assign them to anyone else. These seats were
assigned in an organic manner, and there is no provision in the law which allows me to change that assignment.
- Justice Ken Velméir , Member of the Cort
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JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 26, 2003 - 13:08

• RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
November 26, 2003 - 14:58
Parent message
JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 26, 2003 - 13:08

RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ (Witt X 6889), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on November 26, 2003 14:58. Viewed 50 times.
User Info
Text
Leonard Pinth-Garnell
Group: friends
(990 posts total)
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14)
Well, thanks to Ken, my fellow Justice, for his words of widsom.
This doesn't constitute a formal ruling, I must hasten to say, although it certainly sounds like one. ;-)
No two Justices ever spoke/communicated directly with each other concerning this matter. We were "sounded out" by the SoS and all three of
us found - initially - no reason to say he could not give the seats back to the Party Leader (Ken). Those opinions were not rulings, either.
But, assuming all parties will be more or less happy with this event (and I think they will be within a few days), then Seatgate can be said to
be closed and moot.
That is, unless and until the matter is, officially, taken to court in a formal lawsuit.
Bravo to Ken, and might I say, provided Eif & I can stay in semi-regular contact with the guy, he should remain on the Cort.
Johannes, Die Stimme des Herrn
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o RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

Parent message
• RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
Leonard Pinth-Garnell

November 26, 2003 - 18:39

November 26, 2003 - 14:58

RE: JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ (Witt X 6895), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 26, 2003 18:39. Viewed 32 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> That is, unless and until the matter is, officially, taken to court in a formal lawsuit.
Who do I need to sue? :-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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• musical chairs
Greg T.November 26, 2003 - 14:41
Parent message
JUSTICE VELMÉIR SPEAKS: The Seats Belong to Dixhêt Conâ
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]

November 26, 2003 - 13:08

musical chairs (Witt X 6886), posted by Greg T. on November 26, 2003 - 14:41. Viewed 49 times.
User Info
Text
Greg T.
Group: friends
(92 posts total)
(last post: September 26, 2007 - 16:31)
Just so we're all clear from the very being, I'm not
So the way Ken looks at it a party leader can legally never redistribute party seats outside the time between the end of the general election
and the first Clark. This seems entirely reasonable and ethical under the old one-person, one-seat Cosa, but doesn't it go against the
traditional practices of the 200-seat Cosa?
The consquence is thus: a party leader must set his entire Cosa delegation before the start of a new Cosa session. He cannot during that
entire session take some of his seats (or others) and give them to a, say, new party member joined in-stream. That is, "Joe", El Presidente of
the Democratic-Republican Revolutionary Conservative Party of Talossa, can't give seats to new D-RRCPoT member "Ed" during month 3 of
the Cosa session.
Isn't this a departure from the old 200-seat Cosa traditions and practice? And in fact sort of a hybridization of the one-person, one-seat Cosa
and the multi-seat Cosa? Just so this is down in law I really think the entire Cort should make a ruling.
Grigôriu Möbléir
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o RE: The old ways :-)
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]November 28, 2003 - 17:56
Parent message
• musical chairs
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:41

RE: The old ways :-) (Witt X 6949), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 28, 2003 - 17:56. Viewed 18 times.
User Info
Text
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]
Group: DELETED
(1625 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> So the way Ken looks at it a party leader can legally never redistribute party seats outside the time between the end of the general election
and the first Clark. This seems entirely reasonable and ethical under the old one-person, one-seat Cosa, but doesn't it go against the
traditional practices of the 200-seat Cosa?
Actually, this is how it worked before. A party leader would hand out seats, and then those seats became the permanent property (until the
next election) of the MC holding them. They could not be taken away.
> The consquence is thus: a party leader must set his entire Cosa delegation before the start of a new Cosa session. He cannot during that
entire session take some of his seats (or others) and give them to a, say, new party member joined in-stream. That is, "Joe", El Presidente of
the Democratic-Republican Revolutionary Conservative Party of Talossa, can't give seats to new D-RRCPoT member "Ed" during month 3 of
the Cosa session.
Under the old (and new) system, if "Ed" joins the country, somebody in "Joe's" party has to consent to losing howevermany seats "Ed" is to
be given. This has never been a point of contention; parties are usually keen on giving up seats to new supporters or newbies, but it's up to
the person actually holding the seats, not to the party leaders.
Ben
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o RE: musical chairs
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 26, 2003 - 18:58
Parent message
• musical chairs
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:41

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6898), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 26, 2003 - 18:58. Viewed 27 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> So the way Ken looks at it a party leader can legally never redistribute party seats outside the time between the end of the general election
and the first Clark. This seems entirely reasonable and ethical under the old one-person, one-seat Cosa, but doesn't it go against the
traditional practices of the 200-seat Cosa?
I don't think that's what Ken meant. He knows that the a party leader distributes the seats, but he acknowledged that he was a "nonfunctioning" party leader and that M-P was in his right as SoS to assign the seats to Gary, which is covered in the OrgLaw. Now if Ken had
told M-P "I'll get back to you on it" in that period of time, and M-P had assigned the seats to Gary in the meantime, Ken would have had
every right as party leader to do with those seats as he wishes.
Since Ken acknowledged he was a non-functional party leader, and especially since he has said the seats are officially Gary's, the issue is
over. For now. :-)
> The consquence is thus: a party leader must set his entire Cosa delegation before the start of a new Cosa session. He cannot during that
entire session take some of his seats (or others) and give them to a, say, new party member joined in-stream. That is, "Joe", El Presidente of
the Democratic-Republican Revolutionary Conservative Party of Talossa, can't give seats to new D-RRCPoT member "Ed" during month 3 of
the Cosa session.
Good point! I hadn't noticed that there is no provision for resigning a portion of one's seats. Well, at least the wording is very unclear.
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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RE: musical chairs
[Marc Môisi]November 26, 2003 - 19:24
Parent message
o RE: musical chairs
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]

November 26, 2003 - 18:58

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6900), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 26, 2003 - 19:24. Viewed 22 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Good point! I hadn't noticed that there is no provision for resigning a portion of one's seats. Well, at least the wording is very unclear.
The way I see it, there is nothing in the OrgLaw prohibiting a member of the Cosa to vacate only a portion of his/her seats. Upon vacating
those seats the party leader could then reassigned them to whomever he/she wishes. Ken comment and the whole problem was that of
reassigning seats without the consent of the holder of those seats and the OrgLaw prohibits such forced removal.
If someone hold 5 seats and refuse to give them up, there is nothing that anyone can do, they are his/her seats. If he is willing to vacate
some or all of them then the party leader can reassign whichever seats gets vacated.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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RE: musical chairs
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 26, 2003 - 19:52
Parent message
[Marc Môisi]

RE: musical chairs
November 26, 2003 - 19:24

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6901), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 26, 2003 - 19:52. Viewed 23 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
You're right; I got involved reading that one section that I forgot to read the one before it says you can do that. :-)
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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o RE: musical chairs
[Marc Môisi]November 26, 2003 - 16:28
Parent message
• musical chairs
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:41

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6891), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 26, 2003 - 16:28. Viewed 24 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Any Cosa seats can be reassigned by the party leader if they are vacated by the previous holder. There is provision for this in the OrgLaw.
In other words, if Gary would decide to vacate some or all of his seats, they can be reassigned by the ZPT leader. However, Gary cannot be
forced out of those seats. there is a distinction.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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o RE: musical chairs
UCNovember 26, 2003 - 14:52
Parent message
• musical chairs
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:41

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6888), posted by UC on November 26, 2003 - 14:52. Viewed 31 times.
User Info
Text
UC
Group: moderators
(346 posts total)
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39)
> The consquence is thus: a party leader must set his entire Cosa delegation before the start of a new Cosa session.
The "votes not seats" argument would make more sense if people would actually vote for persons not parties IMO.
But as far as I understand it, the party leader can't *force* a sitter to give up his seat that doesn't mean the seats can't be re-distributed
voluntarily. If I'm wrong then we would have to change the law to fit it to the 200 seat system better.
See: EM200 is evil;-)
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RE: musical chairs
Greg T.November 26, 2003 - 15:15
Parent message
o RE: musical chairs
UC

November 26, 2003 - 14:52

RE: musical chairs (Witt X 6890), posted by Greg T. on November 26, 2003 - 15:15. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
Greg T.
Group: friends
(92 posts total)
(last post: September 26, 2007 - 16:31)
Ain't there also something about postal ballots? Them there are definitely evil :)
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o continuing the first sentence ...
Greg T.November 26, 2003 - 14:50
Parent message
• musical chairs
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:41

continuing the first sentence ... (Witt X 6887), posted by Greg T. on November 26, 2003 - 14:50. Viewed 31 times.
User Info
Text
Greg T.
Group: friends
(92 posts total)
(last post: September 26, 2007 - 16:31)
What I meant to say in the first sentence above was thus:
"Just so we're all clear from the very beginning, I'm not trying to get involved in the present argument about whether the ZPT as PM-maker
(imagine that!) is PM-maker for the MN or the PC. Instead I want us to look at the larger and longer-lived constitutional meaning.
See, there's still enough heat on Witt for me to roast marshmellows just fine; I don't need to jump into the fire."
Okay. I hope my flame-resistent suit works because I think the warranty ran out yesterday.
Grigôriu Möbléir
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flame-resistent suit !!
[Marc Môisi]November 27, 2003 - 08:34
Parent message
o continuing the first sentence ...
Greg T.

November 26, 2003 - 14:50

flame-resistent suit !! (Witt X 6909), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 27, 2003 - 08:34. Viewed 20 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> Okay. I hope my flame-resistent suit works because I think the warranty ran out yesterday.
I could probably use one of those, any idea where I can get one? ;-)
Cheers,
Marc Môisi, C.D.
Reply to this post | Back to the forum | Forums Overview| Deactivate Thread View
Forums Overview | Edit Profile | Logout
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http://www.talossaonline.com/1.6904.0.html
PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6904), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl] on November 26, 2003 22:16. Viewed 49 times.
User Info
Text
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
Group: DELETED
(148 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Azul,
The PC elder know as Herr Metáiriâ and the MN secretary official negociation are now over.
I Maxime P-Carbonèl , accept the agreement between this governement and the opposition.
I official ask the king to forget about my demand for a Writ of dissolution
I also accept to resigned as Seneschál of Talossa.
I do that after consultation of my cabinet.
I will refuse any nomination to serve in the next governement cabinet.
I hope to see the opposition respect the part of the agreement.
Be sure to see me around for the next election.
My resignation will take effect at 1 o'clock in the morning 27th november 2003
Talossa I love you more and more
Maxime P-Carbonèl
Seneschál
Hopefuly Dan Lauriéir beat me for the shortest term ever ;)
Join the team support Carbonèl for the Senat Campaign 2003
PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
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November 26, 2003 - 22:16
• RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Marc Môisi]
November 27, 2003 - 07:59
Parent message
PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]
November 26, 2003 - 22:16
RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6907), posted by [Marc Môisi] on November 27, 2003 - 07:59. Viewed
31 times.
User Info
Text
[Marc Môisi]
Group: DELETED
(511 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> My resignation will take effect at 1 o'clock in the morning 27th november 2003
Hum! That effective date being in the past... I assume that Dixhêt Conâ who was DPM is now temporary the leader of the government.
Marc Môisi, C.D.
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o RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
Dixhét Curgà
November 27, 2003 - 08:09
Parent message
• RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Marc Môisi]
November 27, 2003 - 07:59
RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6908), posted by Dixhét Curgà on November 27, 2003 - 08:09. Viewed
22 times.
User Info
Text
Dixhét Curgà
Group: citizens
(349 posts total)
(last post: October 03, 2007 - 06:23)
> > My resignation will take effect at 1 o'clock in the morning 27th november 2003
>
> Hum! That effective date being in the past... I assume that Dixhêt Conâ who was DPM is now temporary the leader of the government.
>
And in that case he's the first ever government leader from the ZPT. This has indeed been a weird month in the history of Talossa :)
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• RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 26, 2003 - 22:40
Parent message
PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl]

November 26, 2003 - 22:16

RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6905), posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on November 26, 2003 22:40. Viewed 26 times.
User Info
Text
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
Group: DELETED
(259 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
Max was only Seneschál of Talossa for a short time; however, he has left his mark on the nation. Max is to be commended for a job well
done, seeing the Kingdom through a major crisis. Despite many obstacles, Max was able to rally a qualified and dedicated Cabinet around
him. Max's energy and innovative ideas will serve Talossa well in the future.
I am willing to work with the new government and I feel very strongly that this compromise agreement will bring peace and stability to
Talossa. I look forward to Max serving as Seneschál once again when the opportunity presents itself.
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr
Minister of Immigration
Minister Responsible for Postal
Election Reform
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk)
Talossan Consul-General to NS
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o RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
AndyNovember 27, 2003 - 02:26
Parent message
• RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]
November 26, 2003 - 22:40
RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6906), posted by Andy on November 27, 2003 - 02:26. Viewed 23 times.
Andy
Group: friends
(2037 posts total)
(last post: September 25, 2007 - 23:20)
> Max was only Seneschál of Talossa for a short time; however, he has left his mark on the nation.
That's the best straight line I've seen in years. I can't tell you how difficult it is to let it go by.
> Max is to be commended for a job well done, seeing the Kingdom through a major crisis.
Aaarrrgh... no, no, no, won't do it. Must contain self. Contain. Restrain. Bite firmly down on the gag reflex. Think about baseball. Horses.
Streets.
> Despite many obstacles, Max was able to rally a qualified and dedicated Cabinet around him. Max's energy and innovative ideas will serve
Talossa well in the future.
Huchghh... herchhgh... somebody save me.
I'll make this as non-personal as I can: What planet are you living on, Mark? None of what you have said is true unless you haven't been
paying any attention at all. Was it mere toadying? Stupid ol' me, I don't get it... what are the high points of the Max government, exactly?
Befuddled,
Andy
-----------------------------------------------3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize
Transsexual Transylvanian
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW!
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RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 27, 2003 - 11:05
Parent message
o RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation)
Andy

November 27, 2003 - 02:26

RE: PM OFFICE ( No more Writ of dissolution + resignation) (Witt X 6914), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 27, 2003 - 11:05.
Viewed 20 times.
User Info
Text
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]
Group: DELETED
(616 posts total)
(last post: N/A)
> I'll make this as non-personal as I can: What planet are you living on, Mark? None of what you have said is true unless you haven't been
paying any attention at all. Was it mere toadying? Stupid ol' me, I don't get it... what are the high points of the Max government, exactly?
How could he have any high points? He wasn't in office long enough to accomplish anything.
I'm fairly certain that the Opposition expected truly bad things from Maxime. Did anything like that happen? No. I think the worst thing
anyone could accuse Max of is that he was an average PM, and I think that's due to his lack of time in office. Max did try to make things work.
I believe it says much about Max's character that he's stepping down. Yes, the Opposition was unilaterally opposed to Max as PM, but
nowhere in the OrgLaw does it say everyone has to like the PM. We now know that Jeff's early ouster was due to an unfortunate albeit large
misunderstanding. The MN and ZPT knew it would be a point of contention, but we did not foresee all the deep personal problems that
occured.
Max is committed to Talossa and Talossans; that is why he is stepping down. He has accepted the agreement in his best interest and in
Talossa's. We in the MN applaud him for this. We support him in this decision and we will support him in the future.
We look forward to participating in a National Unity Government!
Quedéir Castiglhâ
MC
Foreign Minister
Defence Minister
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The end of Maxime Paquin-Carbonèl’s unofficial archives
of his first administration as Seneschál dal Regipäts
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